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to the’ Hebrews.”
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OULTURE IN THE MINISTRY.
REV. E. N. FERNALD.

the following: extract
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this country and Europe, we gaze on_a
whole galaxy of names that are no less
an ornamentto the literary than to the

“ They have no sound that I can reach—

from

the

aie report of the Secretary of the Blucation
Bootes, read
at its late aunivervary in
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the church of God, and that no one needs
proof
of a proposition that his praetically become
an axiem in the church.

honestly asked,
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Christ crucified.

But more specifically, and yet passing
by the: more obvious answers to this
query, for the sake of emphasizing a few

of the less apparent, let it be said:
ki. That one of the uses of culture inthe
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Farel, Gerhardt and Jobn Arndt, In
Seotland there were John Knox, and
Wishart,and Rutherford,and Livingstove,

and McCullock, and Bonar; and Hamilton. In England, Wesley and . Whitefield, Baxter aad Doddridge, (Leighton
and Simeon,
Fletcher and, Berridge,
Nelson and Taylor and Maxfield, and a

and Nettleton, and Lyman

attention to and

Beecher; and

Hooker, and Dwight,and Bellamy,

Davis

and Parsons, Charles G.

Finney, Edward

and Dr. Kirk.

These all are

classedby one ef the most learned as
well ag godly-of them all, as.foremost
among. the world’s great revivalists.

the other. Scientific, philosophic sinners
“are lost men no less than commen drunkards and libertines, and they are all alike
in perishing need of salvation by Christ.
The church, for their sakes, for its own
sake, and for truths sake is bound to ap-

proach them through its ministry in such
A Way as to compel their respect and invite, their confidence, | When the author
of * Ecce Deus" took up the glove
thrown: a¢ the feet of Religion by modern
and. single-handed, met

on

Sif og field ‘a whole ‘band of: the
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cities. “And for this work we must have
men of culture in the pulpit-<men who

can measurd weapons without’ disadvans
tager with the leaders in other fields of

thought,—men who will not compromise

the gospel
by a weak and limping presentation” of it in practically the same
theater where all other forms. of truth
and all

phases’ of wifey

are

heralded

with power and di
3. . Still another wk Tor liberal gulture

lo

marking grand epochs in the development

of Christ's kingdom in the earth.

Tt is

| not claimed . that these great. revivals
swerve born of the culture of their promot-

ers. Neither would their ignorance have
produced them had they been ignorant.
They. were, like all revivals, horn of Ged,

and.carried on by the Holy Ghost acting
through the prayer and the faith andthe
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degree,

thrilled and kindled in a large

‘with “the purpose ''to evangelize the

| foundin the Roman empire down

above with: ominous 'aspect.:olarge fis
sures formed and widenedin the: miouitain, but: this epdmonitety phenomenon
was disregarded. On the: night: of: the
4th of Sept., 1618, a large mass .of rocks

and earth fell and buried the whole village.
Every soul perished. ' The: debris, sixty
feet deep, could net be penetrated; andevery trace of the village disappeared. dA

in them.

What is claimed for their. cult-

ure is that in the case of every one of
themy, it was an additional, quiver, filled
with arrows for the King's enemies, ; that

It is m part of every Christian
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tractive to those

enter, it.
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Timothy Dwight

be-

came President of, Yale. College in 1795,

scented pine-woods, and’ the incompara-
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‘Where : déath- and obliyion'|
came in an instant in the darkness; of ‘that |
terrible night, we ses! now. only. the life|

straight to'what he knows his death, and

the laud and especially, the colleges were
almost given over .tg, the infidelity of
Paine and Voltaire that had come in with

the soldiers of (Lafayette, : So popular
was infidelity at Ydle that the nick-names
of many of the students were the , names
of popular infidel writers, and there were
very few church opmmunicants. in the

college.

The students gave little atten-

history of struggle and toil by then in the

away bofore them, the students

Bible. ; They were at once sa brilliant,
‘and withal
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call on the! name of the Lotd, and, young
men who afterwards became pillars in
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for tliose he fears in his train only by the
sacrifice of his own life; one- moment of
decision ends ity and, face upwards. in

the stream, with; the locomotive crushing
his chest; the, simple-minded hero goes

our kindled; imagination the form of that
sea-captain, who went quietly forwardas
the ship kept sinking, lifting the women oyer
the side into the boats; pistol in his hand
demanding obedience of the erew:; then at
last his wife, six months a bride, is led
‘over the Jadder, and from. the tossing

the year
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JAPAN.

Near Kamakura, once a famous
in Japan, but now

large city

only a village, is a great

copper idol or image of Buddha. It ‘is fortyfour feet high. 'Its thumbs are three feet long ;

ago,

that plants

And just now ‘there rises on

Sunday! School might sit ou its Jap and

geyeral loads of hay might be packed inside of

it.

Jt was

placed

there over = 600

years

AFRICA.
Missionary societies are turning their atten
‘tion, with
increasing interest, to the interior of
Africa, 3 here the slave trade is filling the land with untold horrors. ‘It is mow earried
on at'an annual ‘cost ofut least 500,000
lives~704000 réaching the coasts, and

African’
the re-

| mainder; massacred. Some are taken through
the Sahara desert to Tunis and Morocco, some
form of her brave husband, and pleads to down thé Nile into Egypt, others to the sea
goon the deck and die with him; the ports on'the Red Sea, some fo the Zanzibar
night is dark in the Channel, but no star coat, and again others from Lake Nyassa to
everer Rlittered in the gloom so brightly the Mozambique coast. [It is believed ‘that only,evangelization of the tribes of the interior
fine figure of manhood
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the time

evil of these thifigs and gave them up; for the
Wordiof God alone is true wisdom, and the
serviceof God and Jesus Christ is the best of
all things,”
The prince promised that his

out in the silence, while the saved passen-
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Journey, but it is,still very hot,
as’ forget for' the momént the brilliant our remembrance,
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our time.: The age we livein is not | of Constatantine,
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«altogether heroic. But iow théte sre stoy rif
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view over a region of mountéln toe ‘ries inthe pdpers’of sone ‘who die/for
The churches of Madagascar formed a’ misright away to Mt” Blanc and Monte Rosa right and die 'for dutyl Jt flashes out in sionary
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The Queen and the
“on one side and the Tyrol on the other. unanticipated brilliancy, as a new ‘truth, |
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ass and | | that fidelity
the snow-figlds’ and glaciers of the Ber- species of fine “heroism. Thus’ some, and asked for missionaries for their veople
nina range was very fine. The atmos- whose lives or ealling we deem homely, who are represented as beingg very degraded.
phere had a liquid clearness, and the as- suddenly’ ‘appéar shining in the royal Two preachers were appointed to return with
the Bara chiefs, and their expenses were procent was most exhilarating.
The charm
robes of a manhood driquestioned.
vided for. . The prime minister ' exhorted the
of Pontrésina is found in the purity and
Acsoldier, the fatherof! a’ family, the chiefs to ¢ be diligentto learn. We,” said he,.
[ lightness of the air, the ' clearness of’ the senator of w state; puts ‘his written order Re were formerly, as ignorant as you are; but
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‘andl 4 barn-like Tumber-room. The neigh- The anbient Greeks used to: say ev
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were, the leading actors were not limit-
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in the ministry is to be found, in. the fu. | President Dwight, 8 man of broad and
tureas it has been in the past, in the varied culture as well as ardent piety,
promotion of revivals. of religion, wide | | preached a series of sermons in the Chapspread in extent and permanent in re- el on the distinctive doctrines of the
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sword than his could not have given, dom to turn victory to the ,hest account. Protected from sun-stroke by dock-Jeat, Lin ‘Thidistey, the’ foriéf Class "present quite
sending’ chagrin and confusion ameng Naot for exhibition was. their culture . val- the hat, and umbrella Overhead, , we #8 good & Yecord : TE (3 1) our experience,
the, foes of the chiiroh, and compelling uable to them as revivalista, but for. its march gn in’ the blazing morning sun. after "pret te ‘Wide observation of the
their thoughtful attention to his profound grand result in the soul, to deepen its shine and cross the Swiss frontier. We ‘ministry, that for liberality and’ courtesy
utterance of divine truth.
humility, lengthen its vigion and expand pass the bare, waked walls of a
new [of feeling, for’ geting’ brotherly kind2. Another
use of culture in the min- and intensify all i‘s powers.
For such hotel that is a-buiilding, the hotel, Boog ‘més, and the most reddy and hearty symistr
pathy with al their brethren, none suris y
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ment of strong’
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ges. But to-dsy we find in the cities onethe gloryof the profession as compared we rest three hours at Vicosoprano, mind. vo ‘afftuence and liixury, he” was for
fifth of all our forty: millions. It is 61
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Nor does the impression end in ‘mere bith

brief

van destroy the dreadful trafic.

Hence mis-

slong are being planted on the borders of three
of the great lakes of. the interior, viz.; Sanganyika, the Victoria Nyanza, and the Nyassa.
The church of Scotland has recently sent out
six missionaries to the latter place.
Dr. Herdman, of Edinburgh; said to them in his parting

address, ‘The word of the Lord which I
would leave with you is, this, ‘ For my sake.’
, You are bound

for a land

grievously

af

fteted with cruel, abominable slavery ; slavery
that lends to wars and bloody outrages; slay-

deseriptions of the more important ones ; ful admiration. ‘For all time thereafter,
age is spoken, the ery that represses agriculture, hinders legitiand go much of statistical information as wherever the Ta
pure
become
purer,
the brave become mate commerce, and goes far to turn whole
is before us stretching sixty miles’ away it’ ‘could give. within so limited space.
braver,
the
manly
become
manlier. We (districts, which might be as gardens of the
to the Austrian Tysols The, altitude of There are idl hundred
and twenLord, into a waste wilderness,
Our hope is,.
straighten
up
to
more
hight, like proud that along with other agencies you may be a
the valley is throughout. its entire length five of these
narfes, of all denominachildrén when our parents’ names ae re- means of striking a blow at this dreadful curse
from four to six thousand: feet; aboyejthe tiops,,
7,
peated with praise. We walk with fore- and of helping to bring the country into inter--,
level of the sea. The seasons of the year,
Tang
1
bids
heads cleared of clouds, and’ actually be- | course with other nations. We ‘long for the
as described by the natives, are simply| “ The Golden: Rule, whose, evidence of
gin to ewe in men —Christian Weekly. social as well'as the moral and spiritual elevachange of scenery and temperature is ex+
traordinary.

The

valley of the Engadine

two,~—‘'nine months: winter ‘and, phred
months cold.” The, river Inn that tums

blesas a. slender casonde from a high
iountain-laketo the left of the Maloja
Pass runs all slong, the valley,

side are rich, meadows

of green

Page

the pulpit began to give themselves to but corn is unknown
exoept: towards
the history of revivals.
‘the ministry. . A ‘most careful. esti:
lower
end
near.
the:
Tyrol,
Snow-field,
The first grea Jewish revival gcout- mate has shown that more than fifty
glacier and snow-mountain abound on
wed under the le ership of a man who thousand souls were brought to Christ by every hand, and larch and Alpine cedar
not mly ** esteemed the reproach of the preaching of the ministers who
were are almost the only trees that clothe the

prospesity Weare glad to note, speaks ex-

cellently on, the difference ! between |
preaching the gospel virtually, and pre- |
senting it as a perfect system of ethical
philosophy : ** The power to soothe men’s

sorrows, to inspire the despondent with a
lasting buoyancy, to breathe enduring
hope into the bosomof despair, to start
the guilty conscience into healthy

terror,

to melt the stony heart by ‘tenderest ap-

peals, te rive
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-tion of the sunken African race.
But remember, that.object is to be sought by you: as pi-

PERSONAL.

oneers and

The Empress of Brazil is going to Egypt

of the

gospel of peace,

You are not, in

order to ghin it, to employ carnal weapons.

for the winter.

Montgomery . Blair is engaged
of Andrew Jackson,

preachers

and on its principles alone.

on a life

;

A subscription has been: opened: among

the

You hawe no authority or warrant to interfere
by arms between contending tribes; you must
néver use force to free captives from their
Arab masters} nor are you yourselves to embark in trade. Brothers, you take your life in

students of the Latin Quarter in Paris, for the
purpose of erectinga statue of MICHELET, In | your hand, you part from kindred and friends,
a petition addressed to the government on the you go to scenes likely to try your endurance;
subject, they request permission to place the forget not the key note, ¢ For my sake!’ ”
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“Christian fortitude, as did F
work, is destined eventually. to fal. other apostles. To them mo afflictions, was the firstof the 7th chapter of Mat.
Darwinism, us advocated by some
sufferings, and persecutions seomed too thew. Some of the women
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ly. They drink in Ledery kr
say,
to b ward. Moves also had respect unto it, and greatly delight in Shoyubld {ur
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h pits and nothing more.
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exemplity in ‘their lives and conduct the 'I ca wi

be in the doctrine of development dfter
btrith

enounces as ErTor. ,

so

Notes snd Hints, .,

|Arabia. . The

words

at the opening

of

that he should ever, see ; he was overtaken

Jerusalem

in his madness by. both judgment and |Lord 39.

took place

and the. trae relationsof the, subject,
ua. [Gig and the save, ‘ihettier f6und’ fn natit is Impossible

in'thé year of “our

ig

ut arg too often

satisfied, With,
fal

-

Christian’ faith, to en, gage in the vapi-

ties of the world, to ratty the carnal

hidiself.”

desires of the heart ; yes,

broad ‘liberality

vestigation

nor an ‘accept

into their merits.
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4 And straightway he preached Christ

.

sinix: synagogues, thathe isthe Son of God.
After his interviews with theudisciples he
“went,
as one of them; to’ work on ‘his

veh

WOMAN'S MISSION
The follo

ry

rorya]

WORK.

Mrs. M. M. H. Hille,

whether these things be so,
‘not well and was eleepinz. So I went'a
The
Christian
is
not
acting
justly
lilo journey, winding in and oat, to find
cortect and strictly accord with the truth
toward himselfot his religion, who closes

Barnabas, 4 name

which means

He 'ivas a good man, full of the
Holy Spirit, and powerfal to plead for his

Lord.’ Hi§’ pleading was a chiracteristic

and Son of God

seem; to have been used

iby Jews asmeariing thesame thing. Verse
22, In "the synagogues any ofie who

wished might, after thé "Scriptures were

read,

address

the

people on religious

‘themes.. There the Jews were assembled,
and Christian Jews. alse with them. 'It
was the place above all: for proofs to be
presented that Jesus was the Christ, the

of his work for Jesus; so that the disciples
did not call him Joses, but Barnabas,

the Lord iin ithe: way and had spokento
him. © The words either imply 'a real
vision of Christ by Saul, or they mean the
whole manifestation
‘of the Lord to him.

Consider what, it

«cost him to thus, ;announce his change of
views.
21. “Bat all ‘that heard him* ' were

«Have I not seen the Lord?” asks Paul
in another’ place.

Saul ‘had

preached

boldly ‘at Damascns at the time of bis

amazed.” They knew of his fierce Hatred
of Chiristiaus, and of the mission on which
he came to Damascus. For the Jewshere
were troubled by conversions of many of
_ their number to Christ. .They were :also
in communication with the Jews at Jerusalem.
Saul may have been invited to
Damascus by some of them .in order to
lp arrest this tendency io believe in Je“‘Then too the attendants of Saul who
came to help him prosecute believers
were now with the Jews of Damascus;

as to pre-

vert impartial investigation or degision.
If our previously held convictions,

ninth and décide for themselves,

conversion in the name ‘of Jesus, : ‘While
he was in Arabia, however, war between
that country and Herod, because Herod
had married and afterwards put away the
daughter of Arelas, King of Arabia, pre-

vailed.
That stopped
tween -the countries.

intercourse. beWhen Saal: re-

expanded

in

the

various

branches. of

cience; in the fearless, yet reverent,

in-

whole and

those who

believe

complete man—is

tlémun's father is one
of the litle tributary kiogs. The family.are just charming.

‘Chnstian-

“Blond tells. I taught the lady while
Avnie tanght the eldest daughter, seven
years old. Then 1 read the first parkas
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THE TEMPLE
AT MADURA:
On leaving the hills for our homeward

journey, wertookm;

as the city of Madura.

‘pal

Mission

Station

as Bat sould

This is the
of

Board
in this part of Todi,

the

Kiionn

|.

We received a kind and. hearty welcome from the Rev. Mr. Rendall: and
daughter, and: being invited
to’ stop and

join the metabersof the ‘Mission, in the
celebration of our Nation Contenuial,
we gladly accepted. Oa
y we had
the unexpected pleasure’ of Mmaking the
acquaintance of a noble bandof workers

in our Father's vinéyatd, asd onc hearts

were greatly cheered, Having , srpived

on the firstof the month, we had ample
time totake a glance at the remains of
ancient grandeur atid present prosperity

~

of this city of the Qistant past.
We first visited the crumbling pal
ace of Tirumal Malek,» whose reign end-

with another

has fears lesta promise being left of en-

is

some

He

exhorts

connected with

cult- | firming
g

By actual measure, the portion. of

the palace now standing is five . hundred
feet long, and the walls nearly four feet
thick, The open court in the center isone
bundred and. seventy-five
feet long, by
one hundred wide. When viewed from the
outside and: compared with - other buildings,the palace appears to be three stories
high. But on entering we find it only one.
Thisis truly a maguisicent ' pile of: brick
and mortar, and it still retwing some

a wilderuess
of heavy

pillars,

geacefully

turned ‘arches, and highly otosmented
lofty domes. The building has bat one

entrance from the outside, awd the only
wobll work to be seen was's few ‘heavy
“board
¢hutters to close grate Speainge lnIn
—1
* Fourth, two Musslenven houses,
"the
wall
on one side. =
These
other,
the
took ‘one aud Annie
houses are in a yawning gulley. One has | This once maghificent ' building was
to squeeze along under the edves of hous- the Harem of King Tiromal Maiek, and

taking

great pains 10 learn.

She read

his breth-

thereLet
way knowledge of Sauls eourse, gd 802
the least cause for fear? When we exam- us dwell for a moment upon the natureof
to Damascus. He had a bad notoriety was able to befriend him.
¢s, and around short corners. Mine fis in the days of its glory was no doubt fuline in all its relations the influence exfor persecuting the followers -of Jesus,
the nearest to the road. Jt is astonishing ly occupied by the fairest and most beao928, 29. ' And he was with them, eoming erted upon Christian truth by all inves- this rest.
{The very sight of Saul suggested rage
1. /1vis
one ‘of poss and tranquility. what large, roomfy’
wide-awake worlds tiful women from all ‘paris of his kingagainst Christians. But mow what a con- in and going out -at Jerusalem. And he tigations and discoveries of science, and Harmonious are all the works of God ; no we find in these, to the outside world, dom. Who can imagive a tithe of the
spoke boldly in ihe name of the Lord Je- all the developments, physical, mental
trast! Sanl himself is a disciple, prosus, and disputed against: the Grecians. and moral, for all time, do we net find conflicting’ elements§ no dissensions in unknown regions. In this house, a bright degradation, bondage, cruelty and guild.
claims his conversion, proves Jesus to be
Nothing can young girl and her bright, intelligent ed misery that reigned ‘supreme among
<« But they wernt about to. slay him.” sufficient cause for alarm? Do we, find the bright realm of glory.
rihe Messiah of God. A convert like Saul
distnrb
the
peace
of
heave
God
is love, mother are begining to read. This is those defenseless, crushed and wronged
«Coming in and going out,” meansin the any revelation of
God's word thereby prov+ not only excites interest in soeiety, but
and
from
this
overflowing
fountain
of di- a newly opened ‘house. Lots of people ones? | A volume of sad thoughts ‘come
associated
freely
he
there
time he stayed
ed untrue ? Mast any cherished promise vine goodness will all hearts be filled.
«carries conviction to others. Hence the
stood ' around, absorbed in the * goings trooping up for expression as. [ 1binkof
with the disciples and worked with them be given up, or suy*blessed provision of
« walueof all their efforts to tell men of
w
The
peace
of
God,
which
passeth
all
on. They heard the life-giving word with thers, but to yield to this elamor would
for the spread of ‘the faith. “He did not our Father's mercy and goodies be! dislong, I' fear.
«Christ.
understanding,”
will
swell
the
heart
with
open mouth and eyes. How my whole soul make this: letter tediously
plead for Jesus ia private only, but in pub- carded ? Not one. With all the advance22. But Saul increased, the more in
Bat
let
us
thank
the
Lord
that
walls
lic, among those who had known him ment in other departments which, has thaukfulness for redeeming grace, whith went out to Jesus: that it might find a
strength, and confounded the Jews which
no
longer
conceal
those
deeds
of
darksaved
the
soul
from
death.
lodgment in their hearts!
asthe zealot ‘and 'persecutor.
‘His ‘dis- been attained by, discovery and re-discovhn :
with
dwelt at Damascus, proving that this is
2." 'Thié¢'restis one of infinite ‘pleasure © « The next single house, a lawyer's,a ness.
had in some

he

But

we.domot know.

pues with ‘the Greelan Jews showed his
Here are two things | PY
boldness. He went ‘among these fordone: strength ‘gained, and ‘Christ proved eign Jewsof the various Greek provinees,

thevery Christ.”
unanswerably.

Flow

the eonvert

gains

strength, how too be keeps it, notice: viz.,

by working for Jesus sincerely and steadily. The effect on others of zeal for the
: Saviour, asin case'of Saul, We may ‘also

. motice. It convinces them of the truth,
"+ it eloses the mouth of adversaries, it ei. ther converts or hardens men. Saul did

because he spoke

‘the’ Greek.

'*“In"the

name of the Lord Jesus" means of Jeésts
as the Christ; not by ‘the ‘asthority of Jegus.

‘Saul How knew what it was

get ‘to preach Christ,

‘in dan-

and dlready” wis

commencing to be taht

“what 'thitigs

ure 0g sefentific discovery.

ery, by progression and retrogrossion, by
thporles and hypotheses formed and re-

experience had gone up out" of ‘the stalk
into the flower and fruit of ‘Judaism, :

. would not have been considered among!
\ the Jews

other than as a service to God.

Jesus declares
tering’ of men
much of it the
“It has always

exploded again

gnough at, ong, time

dg

itwas fades

has also cost something; ‘The plotiof the
«Jews was not kept secret.” Saul heard of

dt was the result of a Gonmodl of the

leading Jews of Damaséus that he should
bekilled, and the measures were taken |

town.

and

he
of attack, denunciation and, neglect, the
Bible has stood and still stands intact;

His wife reads well and is very

intelligent.

She

does a

great

deal

‘of

fancy work. She Is reading Pilgrim’
Progress” in" Bengali and also reds

| toWghe “Exh ‘describe. < Well may the

depatied saint’ féast with perpetual de-

English quite well.

Highton ‘the glories above, retbgnizing
The Bible was never, intended
; for a
scientific text book, nor philosophical the biatid’ that brought salvatioi ‘while in

«Back again, a mile, to our last two
houses. ‘These are European built houses, but adapted to excladed ladies by

thecontrast between the rest on earth and
thé vst in 'heuvén! The one is scarcely

their husbands, aftér they had rented
them. They are’ near together. One
is occupied by a subordinate judge, ‘the
other by a magistrate, [ went to the'fors

intellectual, cult- ditotly teveals a Ga of

this lower worldof sorvow.

worthy the bamey
thie other

value ‘than

How

great

is of more

‘the »smagination

can’ con-

mer and Annie to the latter. The lady and
her daughter are learning. The lady is

8. This rest is one of safety ‘and secu:
rity. Why? Because ‘God, and" Christ;
and heaven renderit'so. Nothing.can
wilitate against the inhabitants of that
bétter dand,
There. is no power in
heaven

or éarth

that can'réb the

doing * an elaboraté piece of work,-a
mat or rag for her hiasband to sit‘on. It's
gn canvas; four clasters of roses, and buds,

Chris.

getting her an'orgdan from Calcutta, and
our Mary is to teach her to’ play. She

unimovable kingdom, established before
the foundation of the world} and ¢an ey

has been madying ‘the rules ‘some time.
Shé

or be brought to baught:
;
‘4. This'vrést'is 06" be’ enjoyed in the
1ethiis were not

Could we have visited it! dally

wonder at the dimensions’ ‘bof ‘this eombination of beauty and ugliness, its almost
imperishable : durability; and
‘the vast

aniount of labor, skill, ‘and treasdre: that
have been devoted
to its:construction. For

the last ten years, the work of repairing
and making additions has been going’ on,
and 1nust continue for ‘years to Gombe: if

the designs are to be compléted. Our 'wouder on seeing the temple was more than
equaled by the natiberless granite deiti¢s,

heroes,

&o., it contains.

It would ' seem

tbat no one who hasmot been degraded to
a perfect moral deformity,and whose heart

amount of common ‘sense, She is a friend us in Shatnangy and
| tu
of the prince's wife, and they have lately
Saatipore, India.
exchanged visits. Her - husband is just

so long

will the saints’ title remain’ good. ' There
is no failaré, unless: 'God’s ‘thyode fails,
and his kingdom falls, But this is' ‘an

power, wisdom, Preserice’of God.

goddess.

for months, we could uot have ceased to

and greed leaves. This lady always raakes | is defiled by every evil: passion and upme think of howe. She is tall, graceful, clean thought, conld = have conceived
dignified, with a beaming face,and a large such unearthly, looking: beings as met

tinn'elhis portion; ‘Aelongas God ex:
ists, as longas eternity ‘endures,

We also. went to see the: fur-famed
temple of Minatchior the ** Fish: Eyed”

reads

beautifully’ and

miracles of Christ.

so, it

be ‘no “rest. ‘Banished from the
intelligetice and goodies; the ' ‘othier would
manifests the effects of that power in preseticé of God, the saint would féél that

takes

to the

Thus closed this day's

work in the Zenanas, .. .".

“Op, how we do want the means to
carry on' more ‘extensively

this most in

bas: relief atevery

Beauty of person 18 often‘n fatal gift;
it imposed responsibilities oSby al gt

(alénts, with neither wisdom nor poyer
to improve them.’

CORRECTIONS.

We ‘wolder ‘How the

author! of thé ‘arliclé ‘on ** Papacy’
appeared 'in‘/these

columns a couple

thet
of

teresting ‘work. There'are just now two | | weeks ago can write as Gilmly ds he does
houses; high ‘caste, that Have called fot about the typographical blundeérsin it.

themagnitude of the work, as well in the his tifle’to: happiwess ‘wds wortliless. Bit
t | continued upholding and’ Prévervatioh of to enjoy this rest in the presence of ‘the teachers. I greatly dislike to' refuse to
I thiey had ‘exasperated Hi as much as
is all tliat the © believer in
his own Some preached and wrought for! the universe asin! fts ovigingl /oreation; heavenly / host
teach
in
these
high:
castle
houses;
because,
did the Editor; he'would have writthey
Jesus. boo Vio Tis e Scriptures do evinces that wikdom and intelligence In Christ ‘could éxpeet or Hope ‘for if’ the
though
the
high
and
Jow
are
alike
precious
mote impitiéhtly about it, ‘to say
‘us
ten
and
friends
‘own
thie manifest adaptation of aidhns to' ends eternal state. For this we Tive; for this in'the sight of God, just now: the work
not pause lo te
bill of particu:

So" city as ede foklogaty Murin

ays of Roman civil’ way. - Here Pan

he

all such’ religious slaughto him ; but how
abhorrent
Catholic eHurch Yas’ done.
‘conversion, whethcost something, to be faith- family ‘viewed ie’
by him, or were
ted
conver
were
they
er
to be. faithless, aud: false

\1.:fal and true, and
vit.

for, Xi

and delight. * Nothing in this world can wile away down in the lower part of the |

be compared with it. To enjoy the pres‘again, until the truth at last was reached ; | ence
ence of God, of Jesus Christ, of holy 'an—through all. this, itsglf often the object gels, of sitictified spirits, is more thin
formed, only to. be

aires that described him, and the charac- of the right of every soul to his own ideas of God's creative acts is indelibly written
on mountain, rock, deep-hidden, strata, and
ter and’ works of Jesus must chiefly far- ‘of pight. =
80. “They brought him down to Ces- the myriad forms of animal and vegeta.nishs! The relation of ' experience 10 'the
“Seriptures is that of corroboration, but the Wig and sent him forth to Tarsus, vd To ble products, extinct apd, living, intendword of God is ever the prime source. of escape the plot of {he Grecian Jews, he ed, to teach man morality and, religion.
faith in God, is ever the foundation of be- thus fled. Cesarea is from Jernsalem, This is the special object of his revealed
by road, 68 miles, Jt was then a magnif- will. Yet wherever these two records touch,
lief.
23. “The Jewstook counsel to kill kim.” icent city. ‘Formerly. it was called Stra- they thoroughly agfee; there is not the
The
: See how asa natural consequeice, and boi Tower, Cesates is, situated at the Teast real ‘conflict Between them.
d cresomething to be expected, this trathis here mouth of a small tyer ¢on the const of the ate tells us, *'In the begldoing
the heaven and the earth ; "the other
‘told. To killa convert from Judaism Great Sea.. Now it is forsaken and deso. they.regarded scarcely as a crime, ilat all ‘Jate. . From there to_ Tarsus, Saul proba- ald ‘the work of an all-yise and’ intelback to
a crime. A Jew who Jeft the faith of his bly went by vessel, . Tarsus is in Cilicia, ligent Befhg ; points mia
. fathers was universally . execrated, and |, a proyince of Asia Minor, near the, north- a First Cause, getive,, po verful ; by, its
editerranean It ds matted “exhibitions of design, Teads' Jon:
. was cast out even of the parental circle east corner of the
and his own fireside. To ‘kill Sail, who located on the rivér °Cydnus, and , was érrliigly up to a ‘wise Designer. ‘The one

er

remaineth,

But is there fore, a rest to the people of God.”

he must'Suffer.” He’ Had so persécuted treatise. It does not pretend to giye in
others, when #ot a Christidw, that for hin exact and chronological detail the yariops
+ not depend. on his conversion mainly for
now'to
be ifi' peril” thro) ‘the plots of periods and methods of creation and, deuproof. ‘That, as’ we see’ in subsequent
enetiifés seems Yetributive. The age kiiew velopment. Neither was the, great bogk
«chapters, he used as testimony, bat ‘the
of religious liberty, of nature wherein the wopderfal, record
proof that Jesus was the Christ, the Seript- nothing’of” toleration,

© had not turned from Judaistn, bit whose

that’ ** there

still stand; to mark its former

limits

the same in Matthew.

subject, especially when it ren todabor to enter into (his rest, af-

. subject

ping

widowed sister reading, ~~and La few rods
away, another lawyer's house just opened
to ne. ‘A nice ‘wife, perhaps twenty, is

Yet (here are many, whe still approach tering into: this heavenly rest, some
with fear and trembling any question should through unbelief, or lack of faith,
come short
of it.

thé ground, “but ‘several huge pillars
which rise far above the surrounding

of its ancient and very elaborate ordamentations.
But for any of the practical
purthe 8th of Matthew.
“ The wext houses were finother half poses of life, such as quiet’ retirement,
mile in ‘another ‘direction. Anniel Took | privacy or comfort in any shape whatHever, it is petfectly tselesy. It is simply
the native lawyer's house, ~Zhis wile

God of reyelation
is also the God
"BY SELAH Histann BARRETT.
of nature, in the study of the relations to
the establishinent of truth and righteousThe apostle Paul “speaks with much aspess in the earth, of all questions, the- surance of the rest that remaineth to the
ologfeal, scientific, social, moral and po- pope
of God. Yet atthé same time: he

which involves the relations of Christianity

and buds

a'wile off, the highest family we have,
and the first family in Calcutta. The gen-

THE SAINTS’ REST,

that: the

roses

‘with green leaves. Roses

are the rage with all natives, and a pat-.
tern almost: never suits without some.
After her work, she read the first part
of the Sth chapter of Matthew and understood it.
| « The second house we visited was half

hy.

vestigation of the sublime truthsof rev-

elation, by

character of Jesus.

_ thas in some or all of these ways the synagogues knew for what object Saul came

interspersed

ity, abd dwatfs note; which makes of him
ments of knowledge,—in ceaseless rewhit bis Creater fotended him to be—a
gearch into, the mysteries, of nature, as

litical, ,

this, unless he came from there with Saal,

an elegant cluster of red

understood, dre" hy
with great promise, of good to - the iptermots. But (hat culture ‘which develops
ests of Christianity.
We now find, the |
man in his every part to his highest capacgenuine seeker afier; truth in all depart-

mrned | to ‘Damascus; ; he resumed his
preaching there. He preached not merely
‘by the anthorily, but about the name and
How Barnabas knew

for

we seek, so much the better for, our, con- {0 bimself ‘an _ avenue of knowledge Annie and ‘her pupil, a darling little
wife, about fourteen, dressed neatly and
victions ; but should they be found, aller Which is legitinate and honorable.
He looking as pleased and happy as possible. ed ‘two hubdred abd fourteen’ years ago.
sufficient study, to disagree . with ‘the ex- should seek the com lete development of
She #s ‘working on canvas a beautiful A large portion of this immense buildact truthin the case, a right spirit. of in- his entire being.
e should be a calt- mat for her lord and master tositon, a ing hus yielded to decay, and a large
quiry and a sincere love, for tbe truth ured “min ; bu: that is not true culture
oétapy
foot and a balf square.* The center is number of native houses pow

was an early conyert of Peter and John; will eompell us to give them up.
which devellop d ‘One patt to the exclusion
Though still smaller than,
it Aonid; be, or détriment of any other part.
after this he accompanied Paul on 3 tour
A onethrough. Asia Minor., At Antioch, af a yet we are glad to beligve that the. nue- sided development tends to make men
ber. of those to whom this description will
still later period, he and Panl bad a disafanatics; but 's finatic on any subjéct
apply
is constantly increasing, And we éiin dot be'a truly cultured man.
greement which caused them to separate.
be |:
Barnabas now. tells Peter and James of think all Christians should; welcome
Clirfstianity and ctltare, as ‘commonly
\Saul's conversion; how that he ‘*had seen fact. We believe it is a fact frapght
no means synony-

Messiah of God. "Saul by his preaching

* .showed his sincerify.

He

n such a manner

into the veranda, and’ sat ‘down. Word
was then brought me that the lady was

judgment

“gon ‘of cunsolation,” or “sou of exhorta-

ted so lately at Jerusalem as an impostor,

covelusions, or warp eur

anothér verandah, ‘into &n open court,
up sénie broad steps at the fitther side

ate his theories, each in his partic.
r Reld, Tet all Chistian thinkers, by

bus was a Levite,'and was called by the

«faith forhis Master. See what he preached ; tion.”

- as a false Christ, was beyond doubt, was
assuredly the
of God. Messiah

pur

So

Hong

are t

fs ‘from ‘Mrs. ‘Bacheler ‘of

Midoupore, india, to

sults of his experiment and research, and

goontrast,

and
mi

preaching ' the gospel elsewhere. . Barpaapostles

« that Jesus, the Nazarene, the man éxecut-

fluence,

be allowed to in-

but not a cent

debt ? Hush, my heart, God™¥owy1),

bap {1

His’ object’ in ‘going 0 Jeriisaléin was’ to to reach correct conclusions, ut, once, faith with contemptuous indifference as to under date of June 22, 1876,
** Our work is just as interesting anit
| get acquainted with Peter. Gal. 1% 18. If evinces true nobility of mind. , Such: a their truth or falsity ; nor should we. act
God, and the change in spirits that came
can
be. In fact, itis so much so that I
| be liad, for three years, been in a distant’ digposition, in itself, is eapobling and in Jike manner toward the teaching of
with that mercy.
never
know when I am {ired until afer
countiy,
the
disciples
at
Jerusalem
would
should be encouraged.
This js the true men in other fields of thought, even
“Then
was Saul certain days with
wards. Yesterday,as
1 was threading
have
lost
track
of
him.
His
conversion
spirit. of inquiry which should possess} though thelr conclusions be false. If up. ithe disciples which were at Damascus.”
my
labyrinth-like
way
in and outof the
He was, iv these days, learning of them they evidently had not heard of, and see- and influence every seeker after truth in on due inquiry we find it false, we must Zenavas, I wished you were with me to
/more about Jesus, was ‘getting settled in ing him again at Jerusalem supposed he whatever field of research. In approach- reject it; if true, then the way is clear as see and hear. Mrs, Annie Sen and I went
the faith, ‘was growing'in grace and in the was still ‘their ‘enemy. They regarded ing the solution of any problem ig. sei- in regardto all® trfith! When Tyndall, together in the new palkee garry a mile
knowledge of our Lord, Nothing so %im asa spy. “Assayed” means attempted. ence, philosophy, theology, or any other or Huxley;of Firdobor, ‘ob any other “light to the first houses, she to a Bengalis, and
department of knowledge, it should be
strengthens the young Christian as as- | 27, **Barnabas took him and brought
in the scientific world, appears in our through an arched way, ‘an enclosed
sociation with. disciples of more experi- himto the apostles.” The only apgstles with minds unprejudiced by any preepn- midst and proposes fo announce the re- garden, a verandah, ' through s door,
ceived notions on the subject; or if they
«ence: - Here, (00, was’ an evidence of he. at this time saw were Peter and James,
exist, they should not

mittances,

piness, let us think of the ‘blessedness of

CTE IT

+ fike a blowin the face.’ Hence ‘his fastving, his prayers, his cry for the mercy of

1' «The ovebiby
Bk 85nd dha" BE repske My, hearf.saok. withing mes-Shall

26. *“ And when Saul was othe to Jeru-

Sauls ‘cotiversion’; for true didciples’ of ‘and they were. afraid of Saul and suspiJeans Jove the society of. each other. cious. The restof the apostles were away,

»

on

tempted

this rest and of its endless duration.
Rutland, 0.
Ra
|
’

But we

To be willing 10, sock for the. truth ; of) should accord to the scientist and his docSings, lslet the search lead us where, it trine the same respectful, consideration
he assayed 16’ join’ himself to ‘the
ye. for success again and which, we desire from him toward (be
tion of Jesus to him, while engaged in ‘sdleifl
disciples ; bat they were all’ afraid of him,
ip Jae, hindered. by, external claims of Christianity. We would not
- searching out, for death, disciples, was
and bélieved not that he Was « disciple.” abstacles as well as our, own.,.incapaeity: have him reject the great doctrines of our
mercy, but the judgment showed bir ag

-¥et only his needof merey; the revela--

when

to yield up our ‘hope of heaven and

ance
of theories without & ‘thorough in-

Dus

pls

“rest that remalneth to the peopleof that to-day. Oh,ria:
its to
God.” When tempted to Tenounce the work with Jesus,
ah

_-

onsiderntion, , Again, we, accept,or ure or itt revelation, and"
19. * And when he had veceived meat, this verse, ‘and : after that many days der
“he was strengthened.” The excitément were fulfitled,’!+are supposed to include uvy) truth or doctring ‘without, the least that he should contradict
and misery of Saul’ wrought thé loss of all of this period. Tbds supposed that his ha of its merits or demerits whatever. ' We d6'not adybeate a
strength, He was Blind’ and knew not | escape from Damascus and his return’to pipe we are willing to look upon towdrd error in any form,

oe io wi

: nbs
religion of Christ, ye the promise to such
, and
is éternal life, Oh," en, let us ihnk of wnt TF Sh
that endless life beyond the graye, of Shat the tears. Fol, dow x eek

“@owpen Texr:
© He which persecutWast one man aceepts, aves, , apd advo) on ‘yu gi a défree this hal beet
Gold's
ell ais in times
past, now preacheth
Solon
fa til, another re Ay oJ
And: iinethiod bf Worklfig: 16 (Ho wothority, ‘the
way.
The.
time.
in:
his
life
to
which
we
the faith which once he Soaroged.
withentioity;' of ihe’ Mspired trath’ of
Gal 1:.23.
| have: nove come is, at: least, three years fyMuh of it is to be ascribed, to, a wantof]
of Soripture’ pdgoed thereby? The 'ttuth
s
after his conversion. He spént three
———
years prior to going to Jerusalem in sufficient, inquiry, ate the, real , nature. ‘will staid wherever foind. Its Author is
tached to tha wall
the basket was lowered’|
down; and Saul leaped out and. iweat his

int and appolituient of all thiigs t0 sé

we dié, “Take'this hopé frof'us, and’ the
future Would indeed’ bé dark and gloomy.
Bat ‘witht this transoendently = glorious

remain little more that 'theoty, Perhaps

ticipations,

andthat ' goodness in" ‘(the wise arfange-

made his bitter foes. Saul was at home, eure the welfare
of maf; 1% of
novice
but perhaps only to find'it trie tht a man's
Mubli‘has been said and Wiittéh ‘onthe hope before us, we can look ‘forward to
Josh of hig own house- developmeiit theory ; nd so far it beers to the furcoff future with She most happy aif
foes were tobe
Hi

=

| inthe lapbeof time by dootinndd résedich|, 6. This’ fest . rotdleds in defation?
in thigdirection, man mayo arrive at the’ “All the proutises of the ‘Bible confirm ‘his
x
18
We
see
at
i
ost,
our
os
~to have him killed. It wasa secretamong |.
and what sacri- truth, Of one thing, however, we may fact. Indeed, its teachings are plain upworld
the
in
planted
was
themselves. They watched the gales to
holy men have made to give it to us. rest assured, any theoryor system which, on the subject, which is an additional
* assault him there ; they put murderers on fices
Ll

the least.

But here’ is his

seems to' need prestige, and God is giving lars:
pit
:
it to ‘usin ‘an unprecedented manner.
About ‘the hy of first ‘coluton, ' for
|T ean not bear to let: (hése’ Boley ‘ohane-' denomination rend ‘domination’; further
lion “a” was omitted befora yirulies}
|e! slip from our hands, . .
ts of areas’;
for, facts of arms read:
YC Jane 25, Sanday r,v. M1 have Just gov for
richness$s ot 8 ry x ge riehp 88 and
rill
‘ mature
glory "5
we'lor
of” am gut
“It will be. Jektotubored (hat he tenching | “ born and futtureddn Worst about, is the
of worsted work is the key that unlocks the ‘the only error I care much
doors of the Zenanus, and
gives the
aries entrance with the word of life,

mission-

slaughter

of the

Pope,—Pontifex

Maximus (!) for ** Pontifex Maximus.”

and

JA

oc

Salpthiones

cossities,,

stiobekshuily triii

x on oe

re

ee

.

Lalo] w
pater
Hg pad;

}

i

the

BS LAE, Oo
e

window

look

en'ihie fick Faye Of the Aor

on fits flinly

Kindle

brow, murely no’

heart should be dumb. when God, eauses

)

aptamer ge,
sar

tears nll

t sleep:

|B

wat fal oduy:

bb Fr

of intemperance has

w; and

look onward,
1
the ta
the

Were

the house of an unele on Second Street, in
Hallowell,

Maine.

The

next house

to

this notth, on the same side, was occupied

. in tears,

Fouhave ws, Tolar, iD toorsProctor.

by a very
shorter

Pa
gd

quiet family, This house. was
than my uncle's, so that, from the

back windows of our kitchen part, we
could look across into thé next lot be-

THE SPIRIT SEARCHING.

In one of his recent sermons at Chicago yond. On this lot stood an old, rickety
Mr. Moody relates the following incident : tenement, in which the glass was ore or
broken, the window-blinds awry, the
I remember while in Philadelphia a less
shingles offin spots and sliding down,
man with his wife came to oar meetings.
|
it wasre
nghtht it,

bagi
his wife.

the doors cracked and draggy;
the whole outward appearance
mediate surroundings presented
of extreme poverty accompanied

DY,
x

Dos SG Ebb ST wet 1d Bid think:

ing that in the morning be would be all
right. At breakfast, woven he would
ell, she thought
not speak a word.
this strange, but she was sure be would
have got allj over whatever wns wrong

mistaken;

«Well,

why

one day I watched till the door opened,
and Jobn came out to go to his work.

answered.

do

you

He was an odd-looking man, very straight
and well-made ; had on pretty good work-

think

then I wronged you;

ing-clothes, and his pants were low on his

but when I saw Mr. Moody picking me
out among all those people, and telling
all about me,
I was sure you must have
written to him.” It was tbe Son of Man
seeking for him, my friends, and I bope
there will be a man here to-night—that
man in the
gallery yonder, thay one before oe
Wi feel that Iam talking
personally to him.
May you feel that
vou are lost, aud that the Lord is seeking
for you, and when you feel this there will

‘hips and held up by a leather
did not flep like astrong man,
ed a little in his
gait.
When
toward me, 1 took, boy-like, a

at his face, and I can almost see it now,—

peared dull and sunken; a fearful fresh

scar was on the upper lip, he having
sumed a part of the lip In bis recent
deliriom. This was the picture of a
drunkard. Who can describe, who

OARRYING THEIR OWN BRIMSTONE.
in a place

eyen indicate, the forlorn appearance,

where the

people had been a good deal bewildered

by & self-ordained preacher, who aceepled |

only so much of the Bible as su
his
whims, snd who was wont to make merry
over the idea of future J ickmeut, a

man ste

up to me, and

ing

said in a cant-

strap. He
but totterhe turned
good look

the drunkard’ssearred face! It was not
red and bloated ; it was not of that kind.
It was pale, deathly pale, while the lips
were tightly co
ssed. Ilis eyes a

be some chance of your being saved.

After a service

and

sometimes from the lips of a terrified
child. ‘Come,
Willie, let us go over
thery and see what is the matter,” I said,
the first time I was startled by the suffering ery. *‘ Nu, 00,” my cousin replied.
*“Iv’s John beating them ; be's diunk, and
he'd sirike us if we meddled.”
The house was a great curiosity-shop to
my imagination.
1 never went in; but

wife: “Why did you go and write to Mr.
Moody aod tel him all about me.” el
never wrote. to Mr. Moody in my life,
“ You're

agonizing

piereing, sometimes from 8 woman,

whole week the same thing went on,
But at the end of the week he could not
stand it any longer, and be said to 'his

that?

windows.

cries frequently issued; and they were
often heart-rending to hear, shrill and

escaped him, and he would not go with
her to the meeting. Every day for a

** You did,” he

in fact,
and imthe idea
by sheer

neglect and squulor.. Out of those rickety

doors and. broken

-with him by dinner, The dinner hour
arrived, and
it
away without his
saying a word. At supper not a word

said the wife.

conwild
real
can

the

utter wretchedness, depicted in that man's
face? Yet ovetybedy aid, “John is a
good man, a kind father and husband,
when be don’t drink.” - The cries of the
miserable,
neglected, poverty-stricken
Wile, theSY, es othe terrified child,
a

Q

ess, woe-begone,

despairin

face of the offending drunkard, ow

volees: * Blk
, do yoa believe in'a
P 1'said: *“Are you anxious to
know what 1 think of heli?” He said:

come so deeply engraven upon my mewm-

I have ever heard came from a

jieupetaute by endeavoring

“Yes.”

“Well,” said I, *‘the best answer

po r ne-

t that di-

his rsupply
—of

This

a

man,

effect,

not seem‘to do

I

- makes

, unless it

ak aa, Hor AR ds
Jor.

the

|

arm

Tetto bebo quite Fd
and these men oft ocox Tive
old.
Tuey
keep taverns and small:

;

hotels;

hre Proprietors of | Jiquor:salaous; they
ve brothels
. and

gambling,

resorts,

She had a

He

ory that I generally
n anything that [
have to say concerning temperance and

to present

youngniece who

I'safd: “Is there any other question in his "boon companions, and under this
theology you would like to ask?
He said : cover appease hi burning thirst, were

No;” and
with a new
and that-to
from sin..
brimstone”
Whipple.

be went home, ~I hope,
idea that sin brings sorrow,
besaved, we need deliverance
Some ‘eh ‘carry ‘their own
even in tbis world.— Bishop
es
PAPC
te

The
"know

man who: turns his buck upon the
ways of righteousness loses, ac<

cording to the degree in which he does so,
the power to believe, and therewith the

Power to return to those. wi
He who
bas wever been bor again, thinks hat to

believe ona God of

grace isa very easy

indeed. . He ‘does not know what
sin is, and hence he can not understand

what grace is.

then wanting.

Bui after a man hds come

ILheard the cry of human-

son. I know, efter upwards of thirty years

of additional experience, that this confirm<
ed drunkard, John, is a type of a class. Tt

the: ‘ipale”

drmokard

class.

‘We

find a few such in xlmost every community. Hardly any conipany of fifty men in
the sty is without one or more of, these
r fellows. They drink excessively at
ntervals, - In the army the drinking peri-

od is just

after

pay-day.

For

several

days, when unrestrained, theydo nothing

bat

drink until eompletely

crazed, First,

with a drunkard of this class, everything
seems to brighten ; all past niisspent time

fessing ‘Christians, who have once been
enlightened, and have once tasted *‘the

go d

world

word of God (and the: powers of the
to come,”

[all away

inte carnal

sin, or any other henious transgression,
at no time in such a case is the
danger of

ed typé.

Next the veins ave swollen,

luck.

{

.

Every day should be commenced with
God. = The busiest and Lest wan in Jerusalem was wout to say, ‘Io the morning’ will 4 ‘direct my prayer unte thee,
and will. look up.” *¢ I will sing aloud

of thy mercy
too, saluted

in the morning.” Daniel,
his God with prayer and

praise at
dawn.
We begin the
day unwisely and at great risk to our
selves if we leave .our chamber without a
secret conference with our Almighty,
Friend.

Every

Christian, when

he puts

on’ his clothes, should also ‘put on his epir-

itual armor. Before the day's
ins he should gather up «
eavenly manna to feed the
As the oriental traveler sets

warch pes
portion of
inner man,
out for the

sultry’ journey over the burning sand by
seading up bis camel under the palmtree's shade, and

fills his water-flagons

from the crystal fountain which

sparkies

‘at its roots, so doth Christ's pilgtim draw
his morning Supplies from the exbaust-

less spring. ' Morning is the golden hour
for prayer and praise. . The mind is fresh.
© mercies of the night and the new
resurrection of the dawn

both prompt a

the

body begins to stagger, the man is fiendish, or Jetioviding or ‘loving, as the
Then he'is filled with
mood takes him.
vausea, becomes dpparently ‘ dreadtully
sick, and vomits excessively. At the end
of two weeks, bis friends can scarcely ree-

Be- ognize him. = He has pounded

total apostasy far distant. And why?
caus they lose the power to belleve.— Tho-

RoR~——A PIANO.
CARD —
LE

dom remain long where a clear

; rif, i Ei

the: lamp-

poste with his head; he bas blackened
ne eye, scratched the skin from his forebead, sadly hurt his ose, and his Siothin

is'torn and

filthy.

In a plight, of wh oh

this description is only

a" hint,

he,

sick,

weak, depressed, morose,
brutalized,
Jionenia himself to his wife and children,
‘he bas such... Where there is plenty of
means, tendec sympathy, and unremitting

care he is brought comfortably through
this sickness. But the outraged home. of

biting hunger is not always so full of tender Sympalbyand gentle care. Tears, reproaches and anger stir up deliviom;
ebalrs and tables are broken; children
and wife are pounded

and

kicked; and

every
sott of violence and outrage is perpetratediat this stage of the spree’ of the
‘ pale”

drunkard.

©

:

“Avothgr
class, very numerous, ‘and a
step higher in the scale of drunkenness,
I rememper

was

first ‘exemplifiedto me

by a map in Brunswick, Maine, where I
was at the time a student in college; His
face was always flushed. He never passed
‘through the different. stages which I have
described, The veins,of his face seemed:
to be flattened out under a transparent
#kinj bic eyes wore always reddish
and
Wateryhis voies. wae deep and manly in

AMay Suu

Ll

struggles fn’ the’ memltron’of its

de-

stroying'power. May God in ‘his 'iercy
spectable outside, but. she covers ‘in her show our people huw to build the barriers
in the family, in the school, inthe chorch,
breast a heart tull of shame and survow.
A third class you would neither denom- and in the state, Redinst this fell destroy. i

dis bhostt 2 crime,
inate the “pulé” nor the “ruddy” drunk- er that develops
ards. I would call them “mixed.” Life and fills our prisons, ‘that potions the very
to them has been a terrible battle with the sources of existence,. nud peoples’ the
demon of rink, and Sou. dower oF later world: with morbid; longings for! the
proved
wssne.

to be unsu
I had gy

the adverse
college, in

1846, when I found thata friend of mine

enjoyed strong ‘drink. Hy usually
wine or malt liquors, though

took
ly

gin, brandy and New Bogland rum. (We
did not hear so much concerning whisky
in those days .as we do now.) He was

older than

I, an

a promising

elegant gentieman

scholar.

and

I knew him to be

ambitions or a Suscesen 1 life and When
a

favorable

‘Hal, you

opportunity

occur:

oe

he

iL upsets®

)

you

now and then ; are’nt you afraid of kom

poison,

that,

in

sbort,

seems

to bave

satanic power fo wound and to destroy
the very Satiees of divine compassion and

love! Oh, let the Holy Spirit expel and
replace this intemperate lust that causeth”
evil and only evil continually in the hearts

of the childpén of men!
the

To be filled with

Spirit, the comforting

Holy

Spirit,

which iS the bequest of Christ's utispeak-

able Jove, must be the individual remedy
for intemperance. Extend it, then, dear
brother, till multitudes of old. and, young

have this thing, more

delightsome than

food and drink, and more satisfying in its
**No, Howard ; I have a strong will, and power than aught the intrenched enemy,
too much pride ever to succumb to lignor.. even from the inmost citadel of his

I shall just drink here for sport and com-

panionship, but 1'll never touch a drop
when I ge: out of college into real life.

I am bound to make a man of myself.”
believed him then.

How

strength,
can offer to our brotbers and

friends,

I

He rose “rapidly to distinc-

tion; was much flattered and courted ;
wealth came at his bidding; a beautiful
family gathered at his home 3 public office
sought him. Yet, little by httle, his will
power
gave way; his pride, after repeat
ed shocks of awful degradation and. debaucheries, was destroyed; his wealth
went
; bis family

were

scattered and

im:

poverished. He lived only a few years
after his fall a blotted, blear-eyed, unhappy
sot, passing, after the death of his brokenhearted mother into thé drunkard’s grave,

, Ob, bow the men of whom this 18 a ty

rise up before the memory:

of ove in hil oy

dle life! They are not few, bat many.
There is, L—,
How strong he was !

The only one of a convivial college parwv. who on the Fourth of July, could
rink twenty times, and be “only lively.”

Two or three vears only his body bore

whom [ had passed

‘the liquor,
nineteen’

despair that followed it, and I hoped that
I might
ravages
life and:
Now,

put some Tittle barrier to its sad
by 4 consistent living protest of
words. ;
"
what has puzzled me, is to define

confounded by the extraordioaty preva
lence hong Sur people of an almost nnquenchable thirst for strong drink. When
we'wers about Lo cross the
Chicahominy,
under Gen. Sumner, in 1862, a bridge had
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Europe te-day. In the article in the
Independent from which we have already

sistem industry are needful in a mission-

en; al bishops instructions that, 80

few weeks ago, when a pre-

ton tried to establish himself
er vender. The people prothey

met. for prayer;

far as

sense, bat studious application

rience some of this wholesomé excite- quoted, the writer says that in Italy,Spain

ary.

higher than ever.” No.one

the old Jewish church,” it ‘wholly evaded the main question, and replied that

———

—~WastiNG Mo~rY.
The Independent,
after ' remarking that Mr. Remington
had, sunk. about one hundred thousand

a 'cheer-

ghildren of New

bility, and with the true spirit of waiting

re-

less ‘favored the re-baptism of children

there?

of a bill te’ réserve to the State the’ Tight

»

But does our contemporary mean to say

jah

Never, perhaps,in the historyof criniinal cases in this country has the public

ed to be as vielently popish as they weré
priorto 1870. Says the Abbé Micha'd:

sense of justice in a community

we have 1d dotibt that there isi altogether too, much of God's, money

n 80

The fact is that the Old Catholic fe- outraged as in the trial of Alexander Sulpartisans livan

form, which once had so many

for the murder
of Mr. Hawford,

in "Austria-Hunga
gary, makes
inak no progress, which closed last week in Chicago.
because Minister
prefers to act
It will be rem
the courtier to Rome
the Jesuits. It
is also a fact that’ during the
year shot Hanford i
this same reform has lost adherents in rounded hy his
Bavaria. , This is shown ‘by the figures ‘having provok

kindred.sabjects. when there are so many
truths need-

There seems to be no good reason to "| given in the official report, which was
presented at the last Synod of Bonn.

fear that pure Bible teaching, or. real
Christianity, will suffer from the recent

Mr.. Hanford w:
North Side Hi
oust

e explanation of this is‘that Lutz wants
to keep his portfolio and to purchase the
votes of Ultramontanes.

‘So

T

)

ed that Sullivan
his own yard, surife and children, after
a quarrel with him.

the Principal of the
School, and hdd 'prévipaper for oné of the

Bets of thy city council ffvhich was

arging the
And the almost general decline of the eigeTY mide’ punlie),
of Edunew Old Catholic movement is traced in existence of a ring in. po
various other. portions of Europe. Even cation and implicating Mrs. Sullivan,
in Switzerland there have recently been who was’ a | proféssional dwriter’ for the
public decisions Clearly opposed to the press, amd “whose public ‘Position’ chalspirit of the law and in favor of a. bad lenged such criticism as might ‘be meted
Catholicism. In Germany the situation out tq men in Tike position.
Sullivan,

" far as there. ave any manifestations of
results they are rather hopeful than other-

The church is'mot trembling, nor

growing weaker, nor looking abgut as
.though it were uncertain about its cre-dentials. There is rather renewed activity, and increasing faith. Tyndall was answered by the great revival in New York

wasted

in

the Aeligiovs newspaper business.

affairs have been

known

to be, it now

the Governor says

that the murders

ty may notifytis of the Amount nmsold, if
any, and we will direct ag'to their disposal,

of

blacks in South Carolina are actually in’ and
return the money. Every Freewill
excess of the large number reported, dnd
Baptist
family ought to be supplied with a
that many colored men are still, missing.
copy
for
the denominationalinteligence
If this Jawlessness continues, we shall
soon be ata point where something be- that it affords. Send your orders to Rev.
sides proclamations will'need to be 'fs- L D. StRwart, Dover, N. H., or Rev. A.
sted against the offeridérs.
H. Howe, Chicago, Il.
{

——A WorkinG Socigry.

The Boston

Benominational Hetos.

Seaman's Friend Society is a real blessing to the clpss among whom its laborers
are sent. It is constant in duty, “Two

Wilton College, Iowa,

sermons, twp prayér meetings’ and ‘a
Stinday-school on Sunday, a young peo-

lately removed by a gale, is nearly done.

Chelsea Hospital, and the church prayermeeting during the week, and almost

It will furnish us ‘with a splendid hall
above, Will not Free Baptists of Iowa
help us in this emergency? After the

never a communion without accessions to
the church ;"-<such is its work, and it is
one of the pekmanent institations of Boston, and is wholly dependent on Christian
benevolence for the support of its church
enterprise and its charities.
ANTIQUITY...

old.

tornado, we were forced to put on some

kind of a roof to save the building,
and it
was thought to be the wisest plan to put
on a mansard, though it would cost us
about double what it would to repair the
| old one.

Mr. David Pulsifer,

The whole cost will be bot
81200, and we

soft brown skin about ninéty feet long
The

pages

follows:

of the

contain forty:two lines. The characters are
large und jet black,

age

effect

wearing

having had

upon.

mercy of Russian invasion.

The ‘most

that isifeared now is that the Rossian o¢-

cupation of Turkey will not be atfempted,and so the blogdy massacres of the last

no

them.

aad it would be a happy day if other }ib-

eral friends could feel it a privilege to
help in this direction,

year be allowed to continue. - Meanwhile

mendatory resolutions.

the

Trustees firmly resolved that from that
time onward they waild ng arta!
work of chdowmant.
have paid debts io the

Since this icy
amount of about

$1000, besides raising overr
D

amining council he affirmed, as currently
reported,that ‘he had always been a Con-

the

to his

$800

for. the

new roof.
Ye have a fair number of students dur-

ing the present term. The prospects for
the winter term are e
ng. The
school has the confidence of the students
and the entire community. If those who
desire to see the hightest success of the
college will now come to our help, the
interest here will not be a failure, We
have

strong

pulpit of the denomination where he has
preached ten years, because his father desired him to do so, but contrary

simple fact

Iowa wish to have a college that shall be
worthy the name, they must lendus their
aid. Tt'will not do to sim ply |

the Ilome Mission Society in Providence
two years ago, in which he * gloried and

entered

' The

of the matter
is, if the Free Baptistsof

A MATTER OF SURPRISE. It will doubtless surrpise many of our brethren, who
heard Rev. A. H, Heath's address before

‘‘he

to be

Bro. Butterfield recently lifted a. debt
of about $900,in the teaching department,

a

that

The coljege is owing to teach-

paid.

rability of material of that kind.

t;"

raibed.

ble to pay teachers as they ought

There are no colored
¢mbellishments,
but the letters are ornamented with fine
line projections. Several things might
be tested by that ancient article. For in-

Li

far from

$850

ers about $2,000,
Some of this debt has
been standing a bong tinte, and ought to
be settled at once. With an endowment
fand of a little over $2000, it is impossi-

roll are seven by twenty-four inches, and

apparent

sbout

school a success, and they hepe to have
the earnest co-operation of Free Baptists
in all parts of the State.
’
Our financial matters stand about as

and is described as being written upon a
feet wide.

hive

The Trustees are determined to make the

It contains the four books of Moses,

and two

id

The friends of the College will be glad
that the new mansard roof in place of one

ple's prayer-meeting, .a Seandinavian
prayer-meeting,
a prayer-meeting at

who have frequently on other public and
EASTERN STRUGGLE. The war
| ~—THE
7
¢loud in FKurope sadly perplexed the private occasions heard him declare his
‘weekly papers last week, especially such unqualified sympathy with and allegiance
as ‘went to press Monday or Tuesday. to the ** people of his choice,”"—it will
Att
time the signs made it safe, to | surprise such to read some statements
predict. war, which many of them did, that he is reported to have made at his
one announcifig
that * the ‘struggle has recent installation over.s Congregational
already begun," But a single day changed church in New Bedford. In his written
all their predictions. England decided to declaration of faith presented: to the ex-

remain neutral, and so left Turkey to the

4n- |

Pastors and others who order a. guenti-

seems that the worst had not been told.
In a recent letter to the N.. X. Zridune

boasted in being a Freewiil Baptist,” and

———

TedW

and contains the same denom

thapbecause these papers have not paid.
as business enterprises, therefore there stance, the legibility and. reliability of
have been mo ** worthy ‘and lasting re- that kind of record, it being in some results to’ show ‘for it"? The * pay” of spects like those on which the Scriptures
have come to us; also the probable dusuck enterprises is not always in, cash

dividends. Who will deny that each of
these papers has paid in a higher and better sense than that? At the same time

A JUDICIAL OUTRAGE.

to-eonfer university degrees.
Again, Austria and Bavaria are i

would

show for it.

the heart of the chureh. Shall we see
that it does not fail for lack of nurture

scriptions to the Catholic Universities,
the ultra popishness of the recent, utterances of Working-men's leagues, and the
instant defeat in the Chamber awhile ago

after the years of discretion had come,
* if they so desire,” Again, the Reform‘ed Episcopalians, it-is said,are quite generally questioning the validjty
: of. infant:
baptism, their newspaper organ lately
admitting that their whole authority
for the practice rested on a mere in-,
ference;
that is, from the fact that
whole households were baptized, it "was
inferred that children were included. It
is singular that the church will still allow itself to be exercised over this and

York eity, there

aye been worthy and lasting results to

IN

F108 00F 1 Verve

| formution, including the alphabetical ist
ZL Wonk Axp WORRE. All classes of of ministers caréfully revised. The 'ppie
yon ad
honest people have been accustomed | to is unchanged, 4% follows
take Governor Chamiberlain's siatements
Single copy,
ais3
concerning aftgirs in the South without
Single copy, end by ma. r
™
1
A dozen, «. .i~..,
”
ola:
much abatement. ‘As badly off as ‘those
It or more af the rate of 810 pr bres

of the Massachusetts Secretiry of State's
office, has in his possession 8 well-preserved but. very ancient Hebrew roll,
known to be at least more than 1000 years

for

hans wilt hgs

The Register for 187718’ How ready for
delivery. It is prepared} hermatote,

the Jargest number of followbrs.

——AN

no | doubt—as,

-a-H

1877. REGISTER. 1872.

At the same time, there is always

Work ~and the daily Christian Witness,
4 improved™as follows :
i would Seem 8s if there were shiendy
a plethora o {good religious papers o
every sort, wi
Move
g Away money on new ones. If Mr. Remington had
spent that hundred thousand dollars on
some object as to whosé importance and
was

Yt
IY

a clasgof people whe: ‘are mpre influenced by what they see than by what they

dollars in publishing the Christian at

usefulness there

turn of Buffet to the French Senate, the on God, we pray the ** Lord of the harpilgrimages to Lourdes and the popular vest to send forth laborers into his harfanaticism over them, the growing sub- vest.” Thus the work Has ‘its origin in

while it looked upon such’ baptism as a
merely beautiful ceremony, it neverthe-

wise.

¥

example, to take a sacred object, the
tivated ‘by its romantic novelty. We careful SXploration of Eastern Palestine,
shall rather find them when, with a 'suffi- Jha ful 1 map; or if he had given it in
iscreet charity to the help of the poor
ciently continuous sense of the responsi-

:

reminded of that who has noted "the

Such ‘meetings are pleasant

for Christian ‘people to think about; they
mins be really delightful to attend.

regions beyond.
i
But how shall we find these? Not by
searching for persons who, may be enamored of the grandeur of the work, or cap-

the high hopes entertained of Italy only
many Bible students. ‘A prominent Con- a few years ago, when' Victor Emanuel
gregational paper lately begged the, proclaimed it a united country, and so
whole question when, in answer to the signally ‘rebuked that growing. Hi ‘of
the
ol (8
:
query, ** Do you believe in the baptism Italy
“Tn
France 8 tide of Poperyi
Ing
of infants as a relic of authority from

in this country.

be like it.

per:

proportion to the author's reliability. ful faith and a dauntless * will, we may
And his candor and intelligence are not coficlude we have found a person whé'is
questioned. What, then, will become of called of God to preach the gospel in the

any authority for its practice as a means
of grace is ‘being ‘maintained anew iby

displays

and

these qualifications thére bets

That statement becomes, significant in

There is almost a rexival of discussion
over infant baptism.
The absence of

scientific

tist Theological Institution at. Newton,

Still more important is. the .developand France this revival of Papacy is ap-1
parent.
“It 'seems more and more cer- ment in the heart of the love that ‘takes
tain,” he says, * that, after all, the Jal. petty sacrifices without complaint, illusian Government is going to uphold the trates the manners of a true lady or genPapacy as an Italian institution which] tleman, and alfills the command ** £6 be]
with
shall seryé,as a background for itself. ” | patient toward all men.” + When

ment when liquor is sold in it. It 1s
worse than any epidemie that could visit
a place.
People would do well to treat
its agents as they would a. party that
should atlsmpt to spread any other pestilence among them,

A

Theological Schoo)‘in Boston, the Bap-

of greater meeds.
The work also‘requires those Who pos-

kind is worse than paganism to the Pope.

he had come to the wrong place.
Suppose every community shéuld expe-

more vital and ‘wholesome
ing %o be enforced.

-and watch.

¥

matter as thoughft
cal.

can show the wosttorches is likely to find

——
‘In the eyes of Rome the Koran is bet- they will be recognized by their wise at——ANOTHER GOOD THiNg. . There is in
ter than theG
Bapopish na~ tention to their Fathers business, and
tions.” The Ab Sh is’ doubtless by a yearning interest in'it. The Chris progress this week at Newton Theologicorrect. At all events it'is How an estab- tian’ who sees - nothing in ' the + needs cal Seminary another of those unions of
lished fact that the Pope has entered the of society right about him, to awaken theological students, Similar to. the one
Eastern struggle.on the side of Mobara- enthusiasm and evoke the spirit of . sacri, held last year at Andover, when students
will still lack these elements from * the, Congregational, Theological
medanism,and has already given his Ori- fice forothers,

beer-saloon j opened there as most towns
are when
e small pox or yellow fever
appears
ong .them. , That was the

then

well” his whole time to evan

:

spread of liberalism atnong
And yet our

has passed the enthusiasm’
itself has sub-

The

Do. nat
)

“On thew
“ we are inclinedTe
tist minister’”, [whe

very active campaigners for adayior two
atleast, and by the 'timé
the weariness

enough to be eagerly engaged in it wher- fal labor amohg the |churches, "4nd the reever they are. Like Rebeca at the Well, solts are favorable,
/
rin

PAPAOY IN EUROPE.

case only

loye Christian work

Lg AT

sided.

“ Take sinty
——
i

on serm

fing of weariness which it leaves in itd
| participators, keeps them from. being

herwins a testimony to his’ Master: from versal systém of contribations, however | Sotnetity
of the. Mai Shusstts Baptist
the employees of the ‘road ‘all the’ way siiall the amounts might ‘be. Of co
urse
Coy
ention
reported
Boston lag, week
lation of Evangelical to Christian work, from Harrisburg to Pittsburg.
j
all this implies an increase of missionary
| that
that there had been 2800 baptisms in the
and answered the objections that have
Thank God for, pious. engineers. May zeal, which will readily come with hore State during ‘the: year, and that the net
been made to the proposed plan of oper. their number be multiplied. Is it. com- thought, more study of missionary intel-} gein ‘had been 1968. ' ITe’ aldo stated that
ations in Boston.
After pL, the great mon for the traveling public to prayer- ligerice, and more prayer.
the dependént ‘churches had ‘mote than
responsibility will lie with the , people fally\nemeémber those to whose skill and’
But who are the men ‘and women, need: ; doubled in the last ten years, The Baptists
themselves.
1f they do not resist the care they dre’ indebted so largely for ed for the work? In the, first place, they,
of this State employ a missionary to!| give
safety?
*

"

same effort Adin An in ‘ways id
hardly supposable, Generally’ the -feel-

the subject, in which he explained the re-

Holy Spirit, he will abide with and bless
them. There is always.-a preparation of

for phe
.

| hear, and; among. these the party. that

32
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followed
badhad
followed
TTT
of sleep,* Use no

0’ x hig } hd
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4 NE.

| justice, and

‘otir “public | just judge odo Eiia

wouldbe easily supplied: if Sn iis

‘ih Boston’ Test

| 1argd and briltisiat ap

he

wai] Beh hp

Sahat py

one;is com

Ws

QuietiyDésriestl
y' he THAW Riven’ bim- | gatherings
gy
Where its
ode tare
discussed. . It dees A i,
yo. boei 50 leart, ofdied by Judge MoAls:
as
J ‘em case that the foreign work: ak
cof | ter as to make thi 3 certain, but his, im~
in
ployees on
to
obi
ir con other bodies of Christians is 1a’ ehtly” 4 peachment by the court of public’ opinion
version.
hi at re ot affords straitened circumstances as oly own... ul ‘is/none the Jess ‘assured
| eiphatie.
a welcomed “opportimity of speaking a
and the
The means of relief are within. our| If murder Is'thits' to be encour
helping ‘word. In times of heavy raid or power touse.: We need men, ‘bat. these very citadel of Jhstice turned, into.a shels
drifting Snows, when anxdety |is express: would be forth-coming ifA eh h | tex for the murderer, the people will nat
ed in regard to the tPaing, it is commonly
os wioinding but + sunk LR ELH

Editor.

meee

tion should be addressed

wages he is left untouched.

on

ty ee

A. H. Huling, Western
#5

a

His

2aitiaena
a

man he is, and amid ps reductions of attention to thewwork

l,187
«

Keun.

ore

hopes.

.
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“Po the Oburches in Mickigas.

de- own desire ;” and that ‘he belié¢ved in the
[is said ta be a delicate
and difficult ome. who was secretary, of the Board of Public the Servians are reported as buffering’
'doetrine of infant consecration and bapfeain
numerous
battles,
but
etermindd
The Yearly Meeting Board of Home.
Hyacinthe has disappointed those who Works, took. his . wife. and ‘Brother in a
and Brooklyn last winter, and: Huxley
tism” and accordingly presented his chil- Missions appropriated’ forty cents for
to
resist
Hm
end
Ha
trusted
him.
Priesthood
in-Spain
is
rioting
carriage to the residepce of Mr. Hanford
seems likely to be answered in a similar
installation service to be bap—_—
4
“i “1 dren at the

in its fresh lease of power, and gleefully and demanded a retraction, | With the reMen are influeneed*by appsrefit’ motives* -exulting over. each proscription of Pro: sult above named.
as well as by open statenfents; and testantism. Well ‘does~the’ atithor add
So clear was the evidence. of the, Killing
avay from

Chicago.

This

is

natural.

|,

i"

[¢

ONY AWEEK More. Nest Tuesday
will decide the presidential contest. ; Let
‘avery. man, vote. Jike a patriot, and the

* when! the” honest pursuit’ of &tientific that the Old: Catholies must bestir them that the’ defense’ at once’ ‘admitted it on
knowledge is merged in the atts of the ‘selvéh amid this generdl paralysis” if. the'trial, and sét up the pléa of justifica- result will be satisfactory. . But during
mere controversialist the instruetion they would succeed.
tion. on’: the ground, that the deceased | the few days that‘rémain, let there be
There is no doubt that many. of them sought in the paper referred to to attack| ‘honest and hard work in behalf of a good
given is apt to be received with allow** ance.
Evolution can at best be but a are looking forward to the death of Pius the moral charabterof Mrs. Salli, and ‘and honest government, [Examine your
folitieal principles, If they are not'found
secondary process.” “To” tall” 1 primary) IXasa time of ith pro¥ing their prospects. also that in ‘the melee "Mr. ‘Hanfor
But
that
event
is
always
deferred
too
to
be sound, abandon them. ‘Don’t’ vote
is like setting up an effect for a cause.
'strack the ‘woman, although’ there! ‘was |
Of a how much higher order is it. to aor, long while he is even allowed aiday: to not a particle of evidence'to prove either as afiy other man ‘does unless you are
sure he votes right. Finally, we propese
count for the existence of life. by. evolu perfect the schemes that hs“ Cotiticil ‘dré| assertion.
tion, without going back to_ its only pos- plainly aiming to compass.
to keep the : Star waiting a half day next
The result.of the trial in thibsoone of
These are important statements. The
sible beginning, which is God, than was
week 80 as to give
the result of the ‘electhe old theory that the world rested on a Abbé writes from the midst of this renew- the clearest cases of murder on record tion—if we ean get jt—the day after it
turtle’s back, while the turtle’ swam ‘ina ed phpal ‘activity. Tle sees ifs ‘extent was the disagreement of the jury, This og
:
sea of milk, without
support of the sea ?

&

ol Hepae oi

result was procured unquestionably 1
'various rulings and final chargeo
partisan; and re- the
‘a eonvert, ‘he is the court—Judge McAllister. From ‘the

and significance, ly

accounting fort ‘the

he

observes

ii

reer

1h

il

ENTERTAINMENT EXTRAORDINARY. The
time’
is’ approaching’ When the victims of
ensitpapente: k6ep himself first, he made unheard of rulings against
.OHRISTIAN ENGINEERS. ~~ nevertheless
spiritag
ism in Boston and vicinity can see
the
prosecution;
repeatedly
permitted
apwithin the bounds of“ fact. The, Vatican
When Mr. S. B. Hobart, an engineer.
on the Boston & Alban§ R! ®.0 od, to fCodneil’ is' platy pushing its schemes plause for defendent's; counsel and hisses how it was all done; On the invitation of
‘ports with'

BE

Jeft a well worn

Bible, black with. the

«lust of the engine. His dying testimony | ]
was thay that Bible had, enabled him. to
run his train inthe fear of God, and

he never

approached

“a

‘that |#

curve in the

“of

with vigor, and the schemes
no FATE)
of. vo) highest

pry Fg as
ease.

papa] ane Jw

elinded fap’

are such ‘when the attorney for the people spoke, Oliver Wendell Holmes grid-other promé
well-being refused to charge the. ju as requested. ‘nent olfizens; Mt, W.' Mrvidg Bish

With [by the proséeution’ and, fadlly, made a ‘New York, will, Nov. ig! In’ Musi¢ £ al

at

charge to the jury which "#a® so leléarly /illastrate and’ asian

the

of all earthly vision,” and ‘‘neyer, pulled
Bases CorsiLEGE: ITEMS.

feeling a vesponsibility ‘to God for the
long train of immortal souls under: his

by.

The.

annual

catalogue is/just published.’ The" senior check them.
class numbers nineteen mémbers ; Juiior,

‘The Cons an was aly

crowdéd by the criminal élasties whib ord

Reasaryation fund,

bola

——

spy

Crnithoremmie,

ye

SAY

g

10

J

pi

ight,
care and guidances:
‘4 u® twenty-four; sophomore, tWentyfour skillfully: muniptlated’by the 1a¥%yers for|' processions gem to be the, populat feat
forty-seven,
The - poésent the defenseto inflilerice thie jury, by the | ure, of this presidential campaign, just as
In the city of Harrisburg, ‘at 1 'certdin freshman,
freshman
class
is
the
largest
that ever manifest connivance of the cobrts Inthe “ {log cabins” and #¢ gisterhoods of States”
POWLE<a
he,seen.
may,
day,
time of
ful engine waiting to take onto Pittsburg entered the college. —From the catalogue selection of the jury nearly two bundred. Have! been’ of soma ‘of ‘jts’ predéeessors.
the express from "Philadelphia. For | of Nichols Latin school it appears thut persons were summoned, and religious Just whit théir ‘beneficial effect, may be,
twenty years its engineer’ has condiicted, | there are ioe,-four students in all the opinion ‘and nationality” openly made a 80 ‘that the political pianagers can be jus
it accident or serious’ ‘delay, , his, eldé¥es." "The School is taking a high test of acceptance oh ‘tHe pit’ of ‘tHe 'de-| tified in expending 180 - much time and
fensey uifenniy
ng passenger train .over the Allegha-

stand under its ‘present board of instruc-|

leaving Hurrishurg, he tion, of HAW
kneels in his éngine to ask ghidance dri principal.
ya

ITE

MM,

mention this matter as though he had not.
We can bedr witness to his genial

man-

ner, his pleasing address, and his religious spirit. ‘We ‘moreover congratulate
him'on going to so excellent a people as

the Congregutionalists.

Bat putting this

each resident member for the year 1876
for Home Mission purposes.. We regret

that but a

sponded,

few of the

churches

have re-

d the tesultis that we have

no money in the treasury to pay the peor

and needy churches that were encouraged
with an appropriation. We are.
a wrong policy in not doing, more for
church extension, more to save our feeble churches from being lost. The cry:

and thal together, we are surprised just for help comes from every section of the

the same.

State, but more especially from the north,
in the pine region, where villages and
cities are being rapidly built up. One

lp
I
Mi

BRIEF NOTES,
Go to to the Exhibition at once, if you

or you,

will regret it ail’ the

can,

days of your:

life.

Dr. Taylor

received cordial expiotsions of

welcome to the editorial fraternity, ‘to ‘which

dollar will do more than ten’ will in ten
years from now. We can not afford to
neglect this field.
We are thankful that other denomina-

tions are doing much to extend Christ's
It is said that thé Rev, Dr. Neale’s church, kingdom in our State, and consequently
of Boston, contemplates retiring him from its are being blessed. * The ‘M. E. church
we add our own.

has 46,864 members,
—a ‘gain of 1,673 the

pastgrate on an annuity of $500,

We almost feel sufficiently honored in having the Vermont

Qhwonmacle

quote from

columus not; te care because

proper credit therefor.

our

it. does n't give!

'But we are ll hurt,

you know.

past year,

The Baptists have 24.000,—

a gain of 2,000.

The Presbyterians,

14,-

885,4a guitr of 1,208. The Congregations
lists, 18,935, ~a gin of 1,107. The Freée-,

will Baptists, 4,364,—a

gain of 176.

jhusirieds. | We would suggest; that Rob: | Speakingof this tomas Ahad business,|
cheered him in-open county: + CSI
PY
i
thinks it 1s evident ‘Some of these denominations pay: for
A dian’ ad- the reat
The State's attorney pretisiod against |i = Dale Oven be in
Home Missions more than one dollar per
that “ there is sonde tall Tying somewhere.”
mission”
fde
“wil”
'
1a
pi)
“and
the
|
such
upseemly demonstrations, and,
| The Most of the papérs, secular ahd religious, | meémber ; sonié, ten times the sum that we
yet, the court made
real
attempt
to procesds &iven to. the, Oud auth Church |: seem to think the same.

situation in European A
road without asking for the gaidinés dtd" ent :
remains to be seen.
\
sight of that eye which “goes in advance

the throttle-valve of his engine swi

"the devices.

ome from ha pres- a plea for an sequitéal that the tabble’ which. spiritualists chave carried on their

tized,
Now Mr. Heath hdd a perfect right to
his convictions. “He still has. We do not

favored” Sn thik

also| money upon them is not cléar,

Theke is

is by : the court. i Catholie’ Irishmen ; only. ‘of Cotrde # miotetary awakining of! enseemed vetoes to Sullivan's, goungel, thusfasth, ahd
this, as 1h the case of ‘tho

| pay. Ato we giving as God bas prosperThe Philadelphia Messenger is eyidently he- ed us? There are but a few but could
fogged when it speaks of ‘i the mew church|
| pay one cent a week for thie mission. If

;built for” Mr. Murray in Boston, Music Hall
is tha
bles.

place

where.

his

SnzreEtlion

ator

“It in proposed to hold Centerinan Thanks:
giving: services this . fall’ iti: the Old South

all ‘would do it, we could extend oar bor-

ders’ Wonderfully. . The present condiition
of our interests im this State demands
|

of us to do the full measure of oursbility.
church.” How about the clause ‘in the pur- Wer fully believe this is a denominational
chs agrooment providing that ‘no religloud’|’ ‘necessity. “It 1s Chxistian duty for the
service be held In the house for the next thirty
years?

Rev. “Dr. Cuyler, in the first of his * Familiar

Talks” before th8-Andover;studefits cautioned
them

in preaching to * tell

everything.

Fear

strong to help the weak. If the churches
encourage this work, it will, reflect back
to them life and power. "As the’ 'yedr 1s
most expired, will fot the chiirches take
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Rev. C.F. ‘PENREY, of Augusta, Me., has

vooeived a unanimous call to the Roger
liams church, Providence; R. 1.

Wil-

en

bas closed a two and
REV. A. P. Mankiad
a half years’ pastorate of the church at Sala
mancad Sawmill Run), Ny Yo during; which

time he has baptised, thirty;twe, and has seen
come

the salvation of God

<

time to time.

out, of Zion from

HV, R. Mekax,

‘Fhe 1st, church in Fintan, Mey as b
greatly encoieged and strengthened
Laura Mains, of Mic
labors of Sister

others.

by

t
wi

Sister M, has labored faithtu ly for

weeks, and the Lord has, blessed ber efforts.
and are
Quite & number have been, recldimed,

new carnestly working for the Master, and

quite a number have been. converted and are
happy in a Baviour’s love. Others are inquir-

ing the way to Zion, The 9d Sabbath in Oct.

two were baptized by Rev. G. Bowden, and
sree united with the church.” |

the

14th" to

17th

of

No.
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The Evangelical Alliance has issued the

following
me for, the Week .of
Prayer January 7th-+14th, 4872: . 1 |
Sunday, «Jan. T~=Sermons: "Chtistiay
fellowship... 1 Johny 1; 7,

‘Monday, Jah. 8.—Thanksgiving and
Confess 4 i the review of the past year.
Jan. 9.—Prayer: For the Holy
“Tuesday,
niversal Church, Joel 2:28;
Spirit'o
for its te nine ‘from error and corruption, and its incréase of faith, activity, ho-liness, and Ohristian charity.
+ Wednesday, Jan. 10.5+Prayer ‘for’ families; for the ‘unconverted ; for gons and
dauthters at school and college and. for
those abroad; fortsany in sickness, trouble,
those who have
or ‘temptation; and

been

ursddy, Jan. 11.—Prayer for nations ;
for rulers, magistrates, and statesmen ; for

philanthropic and benevolent institutions ;
for a pure literature, the spréad of sound
among the people, and the main.
church; Mamehester, sud'ls diligently at . work | education
tenance, of peace,
for the Master. Bro, Hall is a yoting ‘man ‘of
“Friday, Jan.. 12.—Prayer for Christian
good ability, sand had been successful hod a pase missions to the Jews and Gentiles, Luke
tor-heretofore.’
\
o
24:47; for Sunday schools; and for the
CONVERSION OF THE WOKLD To CHRIST.
“Saturday, Jan. 13—Prayer for the obTHE LACONIA CHURCH.
We are glad to
gervance of the Christian Sabbath; for the
are
Laconia
in
Baptists
Freewill
know that the
promotion of témperance; and for the safealready moving to rebuild their house of wor- ty of those ‘who ‘go down to the sea in
ship recently burned. They will'do the most
ships, that do business in great waters.’
of it within themselves, but we trust that what
“ Sunday, Jan. 14~Sermous : one Lord,
little aid they may need from other sources one faith, one baptism, ong God and Fath~
will be forth-coming,
They have a fair and
er of all. Ephes, 4: 5,6.”
several other enterprises on foot for raising
The work of putting up the Moody and
money. May abundant success attend them,
Rev. J. J. HaLr, laté of Waterloo, Yows;
has entered uponithe pastorate of the Pine St.

Ordination,

in charge. Therels a
by the committee
hearty co-operation on the part of minisThe desire seems to
ters and churches.
be to have a building that can be used, for

Rev. Ira

at least a year,

Emery,

Scribe.

After

listening to

Ee

a

any, 53,000; America,

70,000; the West Indies, 150,000; a grand
total of 500,000 gathered out of the dark-

ness of idolatry

DELAWARE & CLAYTON Q. Mc—Held its

Sept, session with the Uniontown church,T!
condition of the weather and roads was thy
that but few churches were represented, either
LH
Rs
or letter,
But the Lord being
with
us the meeting
was one ©!
t we trust
to all present.

A California

Clerk.

SPRINGFIELD Qi M.—Held its fall term with
the church at Chester, Oct. 13—15. In consequence of quite a severe snow storm, the attendance was small on the
public jeryice,
et

rie

public

interest was deel

and

social

ww

he

both earnest

ponding Messenger from the
words of cheer, and togethGraves, preached the. word
NX Samich with the Soriugtield & Carroll
Suvi the 24 ‘Saturday he
Fo Phy Jan,
onference,

:

Friday preceding, at 2, p.

'M. 8. SORIBNKR, Clerk.

UQRINTH
Q. M.—Held its last session with
the 20d church
‘in Corinth, Oct. 19-21. We
njoyedn vary good session’ The brethren
from their seve
churches with a
Po
ey to wdrk, and God blessed their
efforts in winning souls te Christ,
As the
meeting is to be protracted we hope to have a
more extended report soon. We were favored with the labors of Rev, J, Moxley, from
the Strafford Q,
ho aided our Tinistors
vel} much in thelr work.
ext ‘session With the West
To ham
church.

C. D. Buran,

Clerk.

WATERVILLE
Meld its Sept. term
with the Fairfield
chu
The churches
were mosly represente:
letter and deleSuen, ¥ We gy favored with mliigiors fon
ollow
oa XZ,
ngon,
Bowdoin,

cer |]ad

of

other services

the

v9.A. H. Morrell from
connection with the

new

and

neat chapel was

dedicated to the service of God.
Sermon By
Rev.M. H. Tarbox; prayer by Rev. A.
Morrell,
Next session with the ime at Pishon’s
Ferry,
+.
5 BOWDEN, Clerk.

UNION

with'the ATR].~ Yn
o

ed by

ext oy

Held its Inst session

A good time was

thelr letters oariyv
ow

i

"sil iy 01 i
IT
er,

000,000.

Drawn

the

on the globe at

up

against

is 853,-

this

solid

They have already completed the wall aroun
the grave yard, and have prepared dried brick
(adobe) for the church. The women have

plastered the walls of the graveyard with their

own hands, and as soon as the building is ready
will do the same for its walls.
;
Rev. Lyman Chase, of Methuen, Mass., has
accepted a call to the Union Square Baptist
church at San, Francisco of which Rev. Mr.
Sawtelle was formerly pastor;
The GermanY. M. C. A. at Milwaukee, is
meeting with great success. The St. Paul R.
R. Co. appreciate its labors, as is shown

nd

A CONsUMPTIVE

CURED.—When

esr tll

emer

u

FORGET

LRU
RR

GUE

To Consumptives.—Wilboxr’s

ny

Cod

Liver

teil years, and has steadily grown into favor and

‘Thik could not be the case unless

The interest aw ak ened by the medting .} the préparition was of undoubtéd and high in-

of Moody and Sankey in the Chicago Tabernacle continues to increase, From six

to eight, thonsand, people attend regularly
on the evening, servioes and the inquiry
rooms are nightly. filled with penitents at
the close.. The noon. meeting at Farwell
Halls overflowing,” and after (the: regular
exercises two mgetings, one forwomen and
the other for men, are held daily.

trinsic value, The combindtion ofthe Phosphat
of Lame with pure Cod Liver Oil, as prepared by
Dr. Wilbor, has produced: a new phase in the
treatmen. of Consumption and all diseases of the
Lungs, This article can be taken by the most delfcate inyalid without creating the disgusting nausea whichid: © “nh a, prominent objection to the

Cod Livers 11 ‘when taken without Lime. This
prépiiration id prescribed by the regular faculty, .
and kold by the proprietor, A. B. WiLsoR, Chem.
ist, Boston, and by druggists generally.

Price, Vora Fam

with our

For

re-

wi.

service;

Portland,

leader,

** Thankfulness; Essay,

10,

“"dw

by

ledge

ad

Eph. 3319,Fiove Wd

that
al

Tart

Dec.

W.

T

Rev.

A+

G,

One Manuele,

perma

71-2, be The Power of Song.

8

‘* Lecture b: Proi.d, yn

M.

Witham,

Social

Service;

Rev, J.

wv. B. P, Pa

owe, of “Bates

leader,

S.A. M
oT nerance
+ its
br Wik, Rev. L. WhaRaymond.
Pa its Nature and

+

»
Suppe

;

how

W.

to Re-

3 1-2. The Minist
We Need,
a
H. Juinby7, Praise Service, leader. Re
‘ 71-2, General Mission Work.
Five ihe spegch- |
es, introduced by Rev. R. D. Frost.
8 1-2, Closing service.
Promise
meeting and the
Lord's’ Supper. Rev. J. Stevens.
H. WHITCHER, Clerk.
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At the residence.of’ her duu
ih ‘New Sharon,
, ged 71 years...
Me. July 18, Mrs, MargaretLe
At his home dn Bradiord, Iowa, . Sept. i8, Revi ALD,’

Babcock in the 82d year of his. ag

in

Hydeville, Vt, Oct. 9

proline

M.,

wife of

Moses ¥ landers, and dau IEie
lat
™ Timothy P'ratt’, of Plymouth,
Vit. th th
bah
ar of her
age.
In Campton, Sept. 28 .of cancer; Nandy Ie wife of
Ricliagd J, Plummer, formecly of Meredith, aged b4
years,

ot a Paine bys;
CURING
B\ Costiveness,

Gannett

says

¢ Quain’s

all that is Claimed for

them.”
LEBANON, Grafton Co., N. H., July 8, 1875.
MR. T. W, LANE
We received 8
kag e of
DR. QUAIN'S PILLS, and do not hesi te iy say
that t! oy are an invaluable medicine, performing
all that is claimed for them in a very satisfactory
manner. They recommend themselves Jhoraver
used.
J. H. GA NNETT.

las Piles, Rheumatism
Eruptions and Skin
Diseases,
Biliousness,Liver Complaint

Dropsy,

No
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blood; are the 1most coiganial ‘purgative yet perfected. = Their effects abundantly show how mach
they excel all other pills. They are safe and pleasant to take, but powerful to cure. They purge out
the foul humors of the blood; they stimulate the
sluggish or disordered orgamsinto action; and they
impart health and tone to the whole being. They
cure not only the every day complaints of every
body, but formidable and dangerous diseases. Being sugar coated, they are easy to take; and being
purely vegetable, they are entirely harmless.
:
PREPARED BY
;

Dr. J. C/AYER& CO. Lowell, Masss.,
Practical and Adalytita) Chemists.
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All other Similar Works are
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Tetter,

and Salt Rheum, Worms,
Gout, Neuralgia, as a Dinner Pill, and Purifying the

A package of Dr, Quaims Magic Condition Pills
sent to any address oo receipt of filly cents by the
American
Medicine Company, Manchester, N. H.
For sale by all leading or 81 os Geo. C. Goodwin and Co., 88 Hanover St., Boston, Mass., Gen-

New & Beautiful Music.

c
; "AGENTS WANTED FOR THE GREAT
|

Jaundice, Dys-

tery,
Foul Stomach
and
Breath, Headache, Erysipe-

Stomach

A great improvement upon all of Mr. Palmer’s
former works, containing new ideas throughout.
Every page sparkling with

hh the

gon

PLiladelphia, Pa.
$4

the

Investigate th ommerits of The Il

| $65E8TT NL RTIT

Mr. Joseph
A.
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In Grn + Me., Oct, 22, by Rev H, B. Mitchell, Mr.
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Cathartic “Pills,
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In Lawrénce, Mass. Oct, 21, 324 Rev. A. L. Hoough
ton, Mr. James Patterson
and
Miss SarakJ, Ford,both
of L.. Sept. 27, Mr, John H., Siavens an
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J. Donnell, both of L,

of

| Xa the legitimato successor of + SONG KING”
bin “BONG QU EEN ? which have had a come
ed sale of over
stratoft Weekly, before deteroiug Bpon our os for this fall: and. winter.
Fhe cou ination for this, season surpasses anything
heretofore attempted. Terms sent free on
ation, dress
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Family Medicine, affording relief before

a physician can be reached.
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CANDIA, N. H,, Aug. 3, 1875.
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to the dark, lustrous colors of youthful tressés.
Humors, Dandruff, Itching of the Scalp, and
Falling of the Hair, are at ohoe cared by it.
Where the hair follicles are not destroyed, it
will cause the hair to grow on bald heads.
It is perfumed with extracts from fragrant flowers. All who use it praise it.
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PILE AND HUMOR CURE.
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Lgtchinso.
71-2, Pr.M., Opening sermon, Rev. T. Tyrie.
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MR. T. W. LANE: :—Enclosed,
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u will please forwardto me a
REMOVAL=150 PIANOS AND ORGANS | Qacka
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Dr. Quain’s Pills. I consider them to
nt half price,
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e an exoellent Hedin Jou Liver Complaint,
their Entire Stock
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¥- | General Debilit:
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class makers
sic books,af
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Sbevious to vemoval { their mew store
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EAST TILTON, N, H.,
April 14, 1875.
Broadway, N.
X
MR. LANE :—Dear Sir :—DR. QUAIN 8 CONDITION |
PILLS are the Ye best I ever used. £45 wife has
been troubled with Kidney Complaint
for many
years; one-half of a package has cured her, 80 she
feels as well as ever. I have been troubled with
Liver Complaint for many years; one-half of a
Jackage has done me more good than all the Pills
ever took. Ome of my neighbors toek them who
WARRANTED a perfect cure in all the worst
forms of PILES, LEPROSY, SCROFULA, RHEUM- | has been tronbled with on Commplaing for many
Your Pills,
TISM, SALT RHEUM, CATARRH; KIONEY - DISEASES | years. Threé Pills have helped h m.
and sll diseases of the SKIN, and the greatest | where used, commend their virtues. Please send
BLOOD PURIFIER ever discovered. Entirely veg- to my address one package.
y
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REV. JOHN DAVIS.
etable. Internal and extemal use. Money
res
turned in every case of failure. H, D. FOWLE &
CO. Montreal and Boston. Sold everywhere. $1
Wonderful Effect of Four Doses of
a bottle. Send for Pamphlets.
Dr. Quain’s Magic Condition Pills
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v4 Oil'and Lime has now been before the public for
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For many years Buchu has been a remedy high:
ly valued by all physicians of the different schools
for the curing of a large clads of diseases.
y
To obtain a reliable preparation of this herb,
combined with sach articles as would increase
its efficacy, has been a subject of much study.
Smolander’s Buchu, which we advertise in our
columns to-day, has been prepared with great
care, and may be depended upon as the best of
remedies for the purposes for which it is recommended,
*
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FRANK MILLER'S LEATHER PRESERVATIVE and
Water-Proof blacking received the highest and
only award at the Centennial Exhibition,
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In fact a general prostration of the system.
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hourly expected, all remedies having failed, and
DR. H. JAMES wis experimenting, hie accidentally
made & préparation of INDIAN HEMP, which cured his only child of consumption. He mow gives’
this recipe free on receipt of two stamps to pay
expenses. HEMP also cures night sweat, nansea
at the stomach, and will break a fresh, cold in
twenty-four hours,
Address CRADDOCK &, CO.
1,082 Race 8t., Philadelphia, naming this paper.
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In the little village of El Ranchs, New Mex-.
ico, a small band of Presbyterians are building
a church. They devote one day in each week
to this work, until the building is finish
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John O. Méans, Recording Secretary ten
years, and Langdon S. ‘Ward, Treasurer
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have closed their
after the evangelists
meetings and gone,
unanimously ‘te proceed with the ordination
Miss Mary E. Thompson of Indiana, has
services, which were: beld in the evening as
appointed missionary to China by the
been
follows: Invocation, Rev, Bro, Harrington,
Baptist Society, and will sail from San
(Cong.) Lancaster ; Reading of Scriptures, by
Nav. 1
Rev. Ira Emery ; Sermon, by Rev. J. Mariner, 1 Francisco,
Auburn, Me.; Ordaining Prayer, by Rev. J.
Twenty French journals have recently
Erskine; Charge to the Candidate, Rev. F. L. been ‘prosecuted by the Jesuits, and fined
Wiley; Hand of Fellowsbip, Rev. Ira Emery;
on an average of $3,000 each for attacks
Address to the church, (Rev, O, Roys; Beneon Jesuit proceedings, and the journalists
diction by the candidate.
Excellent music
and their friends have retaliated by dewas furnished by the choir. ~
IRA EMERY, Scribe.
manding the expulsion of the Jesuits from
a
France according to an unrépealed ordiap
WESTERN.
nance of 1826.
REV. ALMON JONES, of Mich., has accepted
A Reformed Episcopal church is to be
a call to the Boltonville church, Wis., and en- established in San Francisco, Cal. Bishop
ters on hi‘work soon.
Cridge is making the necessary arrangeTae Keewance, Il. church continues to
ments.
manifest encouraging signs of prosperity under
Dr. Mark Hopkins has been President of
the labors of its pastor, Rev. H. J. Brown.
Two were recently baptized, and a spirit of re- the American Board nineteen years; Dr.
vival seems to pervade, the people giving toTreat has been, Secretary
twenty-nine
kens of a coming work of grace.
years;
Dr. Clark,
eleven years;
Rev.
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Sankey building in Boston, which seemed
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* PIANO: RAP CHGINET ORGAN’:
these ini

EASY PAYMENTS. Tite

payments; or rented until rent-pays for the organ.

CATALOGUESsire Ruren ASS

TON; 25 Union Squase,
Adams 8t., CHICAGO,

154 Tremont Street, BOSNEW YORK; or 80 & 82

eed

senses, something of the nature and ef-

That ne’er come in again.
Me.

usage has monopolized those terms is so
important ;and sq interwoven with the

@arcle,

web of human life in this age and

FATHER.

“Papa! papa!” says a little maiden
whose voice is ‘constantly floating
up to
me from the small flower-bordered yard
where she plays. Sometimes she says it
gleefilly with both ehubby arms hugged
tight ronnd the neck of the sturdy’ young’
workman who catches her up with kisses
and tosses, and exclaims, * Ah! she’s the
girl that loves her papa ;” while the rosy
young mother fondly clasps baby’s arms
closer round her dear one's neck, and’

takes her own home-kiss over the curly
head pressed close to.papa’s shoulder.
1 saw it yesterday, and forgot to wipe
away the tears which came brimming up
to my eyes,—it was such a sweet home-

So much it told in so'little that

it seemed I could imagine all the rest,—
the tea and toast upon the snowily-spread
invocation of divine

must

bea

Christian—this man who ‘has won such
love and can look into such happy faces
- of wife and child),the wife’s fond satisfac-

tionin the result of her efforts as ‘she
and relishes the

loved one for

the food prepared
far more than ber own
pressed too heavily.

smile, from
tbe Hips that
wife's and
comes, *
we love,
And so
depth of

solicitude lest
gl

ot To

ehine

find no folly in

“kisses, , the smswer

"Tis so sweel to labor for those
mayourneen I"
I thought of them, and found a
pleasure in the thought that

comes only fromi things near up to the
wisdom and beabty of heaven. I cun not
fancy repelling -sternness on that bearded

ry
the

hak thinkof it wri
7's Kies,
the

|

|

nota that Nesin
| of ‘one
of the dear Jittle immortals which we call
immortelles: when thej ‘are transplanted
to the King’s garden.
You would not know him from the
thousand other workmen that carry
your coal-hod, or stand on your stagings,
or excavate your cellars; and little cares
he for your

coun-

try as to demand an earnest utterance and
your candid hearing.

BY ADDIE L. WYMAN,

deepen
i

business-like nod, with the

warm clasp of little arms still lingering
about his neck, and the loving goog-bse,
that, when it comes from Lis Mary, be

needs not to be told means, *“ God bless
you, John.”

If we should say that parents, as such,
are more responsible in this matter than
any and all others, it might not be far
fromthe truth.
If we should add that
this responsibility begins with the birth of
the child, it ‘would be but part of the

truth.

In many cases it might be asked,

* Who did sin, this man or bis.

parents,

that he was born,” if not * blind,j’ yet

in the indulgence of animal appetiles,
and

especially

timulants aud

of

artificial eraving

narcotics,

may

work

for
in-

finite harm.

Aud then, after birth, it is not enough
that no bad example is set, no burtful influence exerted.
There are positive as
well as negative duties, pressing upon
parents concerning the young lives, both
-animal and spiritual; committed to ' their
care, Standingin the place of Deity for
instroction, ’ eounsel, and command to
your child, you should not omit that guid-

ance which he can not at first find
where."

'else-

-

Besides informing him,as soon

as pos-

sible, respecting the divine Creator and
Rhler, you should teach bim respecting

himself and the laws of his nature, which
are laws of God, You should seasonably
caution him as to his appetites and (heir
due restraint, his.

inclinations.and

their

needful control; and this before those ap-

the Indus and to the south-west of Pesha-

PRESIDENT,

wur. The general aspect of the country
is said to be wild, barren and rocky,
mostly devoid of vegetation. Low hills
run through it, running this way and that,

Kitty came up Mrs. Pratt's gravel walk,
to'the broad piazza where mamma and
Bell sat sewing with the other ladies.
She looked so happy that they all smiled

in strange confusion.

and said, ** Well, what is it?”

a thousand

“[ am going to have a splendid time
this summer,” replied the little girl. « After I put the letters in the office, I was
going by the blacksmith’s shop, and his
little girl was making burr cradles. She
called outto me, if I was the little girl

The

by

then

be too late.
* Do not wait till your children are

invit-

ed to drink, still less till they have acquired the taste, before teaching them,
from

Scripture

and facts that wine

isa

machine, you pucker $0, and then she
took that away, and brought me a piece

mocker and stroug drink raging, at lass: of old pink calico patchwork, and said,
biting like a serpent and stinging like an ‘No big stitches to lel the cold in on the
adder.
cond
It is not enough that they find not the
foe on your (able or lurking in the sweet
dregs at the bottom. of the cordial er so-

poor people.”

She looked

again

after a

few minutes, and brought me a piece of
old rag and said, ** It's best for Tittle girls
to learn to sew before they spoil things.’

called ““medicine” cup—often more ter- 1 was jost going to cry, only I was
ribly. fatal than would be a residauny of ashamed before the blacksmith’s little
arsenic or strychnine to the indulged dai’

ling who sips and smiles, and learns to
make his parents weep bitter tears.
It is
not enough that when they go from home

rain as
on some new-planted
tree or vinein that little back yard, and
who sets ajar the gates of the sunset, that
the éteadfust gray eyes under that coarse

' Many a parent who has never heard the

to college or toa ladies’ seminary, they
fond, foolish parents, , with. cordials and
bealth réstoratives often more
the disease they would avert.

fatal than

stinging reproach from a ruinedson : *Fa-

ther | where did I learn to drink P’ has
been startled by the whispers of conscience
quickened too late into sharp reproof . for

neglectto instruct or warn. Every child
shouldbe taught, as soon as he can know
anything beyond the reach of bis own

in the

tion of the Ascent of Takhomas {Mount Ran-

ier), by Hazard Stevens;

an

¢ssay on Early

Provencal Poetry; by Harriet

Mr. James’s serial story, The American; and
poems by C. P. Cranch, T. B. Aldrich, Kate
Putnam

Osgood,

Edgar

Fawcett,

and

H.

Hudson ; the Reviews of Recent Literature and
Music.
The attractions promised for the coming
year are varied and valuable.
The magazine

pumber of original music

by such

posers as John K. Paine, George

able come
L.

Dudley

Buck,

Osgood,

and Francis

Fuiry Tale.”

Constructed

as an

a sccompaniment,
musical
it 1s |
Mr,

and it is an exquisite

Fredericks’s

Harriet

niture,”illustrated with thirty-two engravings;

one-

eye ne

of philosophy

by the author of the * Essay on

the Human

Understanding.” Poems ure contributed by
Buvyard Taylor, Alfred H. Louis, George Lumt,
A. F., and Edgar Fawcett. The Editorial Departments are ngupally full sud Toteréfting.’

a

a short, readable

paper,

In fiction we bave

the beginning of George Macdonald’s new se-

girl, and I just whispered to her, ‘I don't

believe I'm the president ome’ bit,’ and

comed by: all the « author’s » admirers. - In the

with

wit
through

“ Monthly Gossip’’ the most noticeable: paper
is'an’'unpublished story of Lord Bjton and:
eye at red Mary Cbaworth, Phfladeiphia: J. B
. Lippinilluminated cott & Co.

another tube with other the
Jape. The
rv
Th
by the dircet Jor ra.
The two

colors,

A recent

hat

off tke

hat-stand, before tea, and walked straight
home, . They just get away

your

things

at sewing societies and give you old rags

to sew.on, and I'll never be a president

again as long as I live.”— Watchman.
e+e

Knowledge is power.
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Bible Questions.
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[Answers
in $hree weeks.)

107. What did Jobsilyof Adam?

108.
ob.

What
Whe og the prayer
pra)
of Jobey ?

(Answers requesteddro
lac younger veaders.)

%. Kup
3
nisar
{ 106.

Kaekiel
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The stories of the boys, who, by Industry and

ELSE'S MoTHERH

Ariba Parqabar-

.B

son. New York:
pp. 876.

ead & Co. 12mo-

’

We have already noticed with pleasuré others of this series, the last
of which, before this,
was Kisie’s Womanhood, and ‘we can confi
dently assure our readers that this volume is
fully equalto any of those . previously published. Possiblyit maybe beesuse it is the

last and freshest in our ‘finds, but really it
seems the best,

a

The story of Elsie is carried along to the
tenth year of her married life,

bless her househoM,

Five children

and she is indeed o

model of motherly
training. = The questiou
might naturally arise.
whether there aver existed such perfect children of real flesh and
blood. Like the rest of ‘the series the story
is located Soyth, and the Ku Klux ‘doings are
introduced with ‘wrilling interest. The leading characters are perfectly ‘loyal to the
government, though meny of them believed in
secession. The book will
be plensiug to its

readers, both’ North

and South,

i

Ctadais. Notas.
Mr. Green’s * Short, History of
d the English
People” is passing to
Eagland.

its fortieth thousand in

A Lyons ecclesiastic has discovered

treatise on

the Eucharist,

a,MS.

written by Saint

Francis de Sales,

Mr. Trevelyan, the biographer of Maca lay,

has prepared a selection,
accompany
the “ Life and.

ly Works to
be vol-

ame will be published
by
sud Harper & Brotbefes,’ agun

London,

first vivid, are rap Maly enfeebled. Afi
A new book; by. Mes. E ‘Prentiss, the auIn Wide Awake for November is given Part
table and said in an old, squeaky voice, a half a minute transfer both: cyes to
announced
¢ither one of the papers, say red. To the IL of“ A Dolls Fair,” instructing the boys thor of * Stepping Heavenward,”is
Vi
¢* Will yon come to order. The president eye atiited by
Ip & Co.
green, the red Color is as to the articles they may manufacture and by A. DIF;
wants to speuk to yon ;' and my, face Sot | ve
Mr. John
Henry Parker will shortly make
send to the great Dolls’ Fair to be held in Bosjust as red, and theg 2 yo!
y, by
very rl on account of the Snnitaheots ton in December, All toys and dolly sent to valuable addition to the knowledge of animpressions now received by the two this Fair are to be distributed to the sick chil ecient Rome by his
Iwork on the
I've seen at charch,
tood
up d sai
eves.
|
Coliseum, * The Forum Romanum and the
about little girls, and poor black hy
dren
in
the
hospitals
throughout
the
country
*ro-+
then the lady rapped with a pencil on the

and a fair, and I just got my

Ir

thor.

ance stories are bound in the same vélome.

er thao the Wha on observed, the lower rial, ¢ The Marquis of Lossie,” which opens
end of the tube will appear to be black- with some striking situations, snd will be wel.

be

of which are worthy in spirit and

contributes an exceedingly interesting article

interesting personal matter, gives an estimate

periments wii | sugge
gest, themselves, For
example :
somewhat larg+

tube

all

the careful saving of meny ten cents, rise to
places of responsibility sud honor, are interestingly told and
the book is well worth a
place in every
ay school library.
“ A Piece of Silver”is another temperance
tale for younger children, illustrating the
evils resulting from an indulgence in intoxicating drivks.
Several -other short temper-

of the place beld in the” world

distinguishing itself by its higher illamination, tlie paper immediately surrounding
it being invisible. Many other curious ex-

paper
re

and

treating especially of the Gothic style and its
modern adaptations. The paper is very valuable for its information, and jis written in
Mrs. Spofford’s most picturesque style. Horace KE. Scudder’s * & Puritan Gentleman in
New England” gives the reader some very interesting glimpses of the domestic life of Goy.
ernor John Winthrop. Mrs. Martha J, Lamb

it. barial-groands of Trinity and St. Paul’s.

small hole cut through the paper. The
small hole will appear within the tube,

a

Mr. J. W. Slanghenhaupt, a young musical
sutkor, has recently published a collection of
sacred songs, several of which he composed,

Temperance ‘and 'frogality are shown (o be
the stepping
stones to wealth and position.

at the Exhibition.
An attractive paper is
“Walks and Visits in Wordsworth's Country,”
by Ellis Yarnall, a friend of the poet and his
family. ‘It gives rot only good “descriptions of
the lovely * Lake Region,” but many interests
ing anecdotes and personal reminiscences.
Professor Hart writes on “Higher Education”
with the authority that belongs to his intimate
study of the subject,and presents some novel
views. The Wagner Festival is discussed in

fe fookge,
rough

and $4.00 full gilt.

Prescott Spof-

ford contributes an article on “ Medieval Fur-

also be seen within the tube

Loo

pieces,

price wlll be $2.50in boards, $3.60 cloth,

bring mueh comfort to a number of persons.

(especially f strongly ‘illamidated), that
pari immediately surrounding the ink-spot
appearing first,
3. Substitute for the hand a sheet of

+

The

are

illustrations

Lippincott’s as usual gives the place of hone,
or to its Centennial puper, this month treating
of the agricultural und horticultural displays

i

$80.00
to $40.00 if bought as separate

perance Work” is just issued by the National
Temperance
Publication Society, of New
York.
The book is really excellent in its
line, and ought to be circulated in every community, It would help those already inter

By
the

paper, und for the ink-spot

leefion of nearly 100 popular songs, ballads
and duets in a cheap form, that would cost

Mr. Longfellow promising an unasual number of poems,
Among other new features the
publishers announce contributions
to each

worthy of the poem.

the tube,

°*

posers,” arranged in chronological order,by
Madame L.R. Urbino, iucluding sketches of
Mendelssohn,
Beethoven, Mozart, Handel,

aim. They are well worth the price, which
is only ten crnts., Taneytown, Md.: The au-

full of rich lyrical gems;

the inkerpor My be ‘visible S¥itbin the
tube (appar
, ‘but that pon of the
hand Nan
% rests. wil | be et,

unruled

* Bio.

Musical Com-

is now entering on its twentieth year, and it
still counts among its contributors four of the
greatest numes in American Nterature, which
have been identified with it from the first vol
ume. Longfellow, Whittier,Holmes and Lowell will all contribute during the wext year,

the baad vibe bil i k uno the hole_ap-

hand, it may

graphicaf8kefchesof Eminent

R.

‘The
article is fllastrated with nineteen picturesque
The explanation engravings, The department of fiction is well
a
emo sustained. Professor Charles Marray-Nairne,
u o. the palm of of ‘Columbia Collége, contributes a sketch of
John Locke, which, besides a great deal of

effort.
upon.

‘will soon

works:

pages, sheet music size, comprising a fine col.

the

This experiment is not new, but I have

made to disappear by p oper
concentrating the atte

musical

Fourth Waits; an Oriental sketch, The Fair of
Moses,by Charles Dudley Warner; a paper on
Pottery at the Centennial,
. Charles Wyllys
Elliott; Mrs. Kemble's Old Woman's Gossip;

W. Preston;

Millet, entitled,

eye and
aud hand:
h win ‘appear transparent, as upon the distinguished persons interred in (he

trated uponobjects seen through

Ditson und Co, have in press, and

issue, the following

Bach, Haydn, and all other musical celebrities. Also, *“ World of Song,” a book of M8

story.’

placed close by the

‘never seen it described.
of it-is-quite-ovident,
2.. Drop a blo

Music, * The Prodigal Son.”
For piano
or organ. Composed hy G. Wallace Dawson.
The title page is illuminated,
and has « photo-graph of De Bufe's ' celebrated painting of
The Prodigal Son.~Cincihnaoati: F. w. Hel
mick. (75 ets.)
-

a

striking story by F. D.

~operettafor

tube.
An extraordinary phenomenon
will be observed. A hole the size of the
tube will appear cut through the hand,
through whith objects are distinctly visible. That part of the tube between the
through

publishers,

sa- cellent Thanksgiving number:

Keeping both

gk the. haod were. seen

dye for 8 year,

Littell & Gay, Boston, are.
are the

EE

of the
It con-

a new department to be ealled * The Contribe
utors’ Club,” which will be devoted to desnl
tory criticixm of art, letters, politics and scclety. Boston: James R. Osgood & Co,

along and said, * ON, lét me do that, I'm
special attention
afraid you'll break thé card-board,” Then ble, un
apI began to work on a dolls sack, and she to the hand. HF Ordinar 31 the i) Urhered
pear opaque, 9
Abe tube upcame back and looked at "it, ‘dnd said; on briniantly } um ST
objects, it will,
‘ Little girl, you are making cat's’ teeth,’ however, appear transparent, and may be

the hard old chiniz shoe-bag and she came
and said, ‘Oh that ‘must be dofie on

worthy

tains the conclusion of General Howard's account of The Battles about Atlanta; a descrip.

Shetland

other, the hand being

I began to work on * God bless oar home.’
I.did it real fast, .und: Mus; Ellis came

and looked again, and sald, ‘Ob, you are
spoiling it,’ and she took that away, and
gave it to a big girl. Thén 1 sewed on

Caations may

is

streaked with bands of greenish clay.
What the age of these hoary cliffs and
enormous accumulations of salt is no ene
can tell. Evidence of an organic existence is scanty and uncertain. A few

by the black| pea
again observe as before.
be strongly concensmith’s little gir], because Lknew. bier, and Baless ¢> rd

sented in full foros.

The November Atlantic

past record of this excellent monthly.

Boott, with words by some of the most dis
tinguished Atlantic poets. A vother feature is

eyes open, look through the tube with
one eye, and look at the hand with the

First, I sat down

petites and inclinations are fully develop-

ed, or the appropriate temptations pre-

BR.

Julius Eichberg,

metres [an inch or so].

When the long-looked-for afternoon came,

out

American

the hills glisten with the same mineral,

OPTICAL EXPERIMENTS.
Among the
experiments which Mr. F. E. Nipher
sends to the Nature are the following :
1. Fold a sheet of writing-paper into a
tube whose diameter is about three centi-

worsteds,

armed

com-

solved problem.”

Kitty, in her pink muslin and piok and
black sash, sgf off in high spirits with her

horrid.

Chemistry

Philadelphia:

Baptist Publication Society.

Harper's Magazine for November is anexIt opens with
line series, and the formation of these im- ba poem by the author of *“ Jobn Halifax, Gen.
mense deposits of salt still remains an un- tieman,” estitled * Magous and Moina; a

she’d be called on next for a milk-panful
of her doughnuts. She was very proud
to havea president boarding’ with BSF

quietly to her room.
#0 mamma, everything

of

the Jimestone layers, but nove

*“God bless our home.” Mrs. Pralt said
she'd heard talk of a fair, and guessed

dent came sadly in at the gatarsad. 540

Journal

traces of grass-like plants and a few faint
impressions of shells have been found in

the ladies promised things too.
“ Why, Kitty,” said Bell, “] didn’t

the little presi-

Boston

through the valley is of saturated brine,

there to tea next Wednesday, to see about
it. Can't] be it, and won't you make me
some pretty things?”
“Yes, I will,” said ber mamma, and

dusk,

of thé

and flows over a bottom of pure rock-salt ;

the church, is going to have the little girls

At

Some

menting on this, says: * It seems clothed
‘with salt, . The road underneath the wayfarer's foot is salt; the brook which flows

clothes for poor black people at the oh,
and I saidT would
if she wantedme

box of work.

miles.

and in others can not be less than 1000
feet in thickness. The appearance of the
valley is said vot to be easily forgotten.

was, and she said she wanted me to be
the president of a sewing society, to make

Ellis, the lady in the big white’ house

squire

The area is about

layers of rock salt are over 100 feet thick,

from Boston, at Mrs. Pratt's, and I said 1

with : the

som, of New York.

both postpaid.

EE
ET TTL BN

*>+o+

motto,

made

by the recent geological survey. The
Trans-lucdus salt region consists of what
is called the Kohart district to the west of

this mest cruel of foes.

card-board

sun-light,

paper

and paper garments are also made.
The Pioneer gives u notice of the salt
plains of India, explored and mapped out

direst of calamities,

THE LITTLE

the

in more than ond respect; paper dishes’

the divine: bless-

and took it away.
Then I began to scallop a pen- wipers and. pretty soon she came

are not furnished, as some have been, . by

incffable which the Lord has prepared for
them that love him,
Sowectimes I bear the little maiden's
voice i trouble : id Papa! papa!” moan-

this

pot

are made of paper which resembles leather

know you could sew a stitch.”
with bodily, mental, or moral ‘infirmities,
“It's the president I'm going to be,”
hereditary inclinations, undeveloped ap-- 1eplied the little girl, as if there was no
petites, that make him an idiot or a’ drunk- connection between the two.
ard?
1
Kitty waiched her mother cutting « out
should be either, or anything else ofa pen-wipers in layers of red, white and
vety low grade, in order to ‘curse the blue. ' There were two little dolls sacks
offspring and the world wRh terrible he- in scarlet flannel, and a shoe-bag bound
reditary evils. Kven slight carelessness with blue braid. Mrs Merrill gave a

Give him Good morning or not, as you
please, when you. meet him. There is
One above who smiles Good morning on
him through the sunshine, who sends his

straw hal may get a glimpse of the glory

The price

ing, implored and granted, you may save
your households. and help "fo save your
country from

but

ing baggage from the rain; pocket books

of safety I
vigilance, beth for
ourselves and others. Be watchful, faiths
ful and wise, and; with:

light

water-proof with oil is used for covering
umbrellas, for making coats and protect-

nature ‘have

so dear to you.

the

air but not a druught;

one of the American $4.00 monthlies or weeklies .is sent with the Living

-—

made

tie onlyJaw-givers, as the only creators,
whom your child at first can know.
But the one branch of ** temperance”
and * intemperance” which in. common

For the souls that venture out from shore

bing

self-restraint,

and should be studied and guided by you,

And sifive
to speak their pain

Ys

of

mit

put in your power as the appointed guardans of those

made

subscription
price

($8.0
is low0)
; or still; better, for $10.50 soy
wy

on Christmas day, Ten prizes are to be aw wl
ed the boys, and the October and N
numbers, containining the: Rules i
list for both girls and boys, will be sent by
the publishers ou receipt of ten cents. for ese
nomber.

This

number “also

furnishes the

Via Sacra” is the last portion
* Archmology of Rome.”

The French National
as a legacy

published of his

Library has received

thé correspondence

of Napoleon

[IL with bis foster-sister, Mlle, Cornu; but
by ber will itis not to be published before
communications commence at the

girls with a pattern-shdet . for a .doll’s entire
wardrobe, The project will teach our girls

1885,

owa clothivg,

péror two months before his death.

much fi the way of cutting and making their
The

number

opens

with »

rr.
r rE

Ah me! how much of pain and woe
The foam-flecked waves can teil;
“The happiest songs they ever sing
Are sad as funeral knell.
No wonder that they wail and moan,

upon

form

by the seductiveness of intox-

icating drinks.
To the mtter this brief appeal must te
confined. True, every part and every appetite of those bodies, fearfully and wonderfully made, which you have taken the
responsibility, under God, of calling into
being, is included in that responsibility,

And still in guiet seaside towns
The pale-faced watchers wait.

labor has

every

and

are

of a framwork covered with paper;
screens to put in the windows are cover
ed with a paper which will ad-

8,000 pages a year),. the

~~»

necessary

‘That never comes to shore.
They can not know how in the storm
The dear ones met their fate;

the day’s

The

includes

cloth ; doors sepearting rooms

Baptist academy in America was openedin sixty-four large pages each (or more than

Hopewell, N. J.,in 1766,by Rev. Isasc Eaton.
Dr. Manning was among the young men who
enjoyed its advantages and afterwards blessed
tbe world, The article gives a brief hisforfoal wecount of the prominent Baptist institutions, and of the men who Were best known
in convection with them, Akin to. this arti
cle is one by Pres, Hovey, portraying the general Baptist progress durisg ibe last century.
“ Modern Evolution Theories” get thoughtful’
attention at the pen of Rev. Dr. Geo. W. Sun«

BS

to the one

With waiting for the brave old ship

benefits,—her

meanings.

which are soft, yet nearly as tough as

od

But veither these prayers: mor your
anxious amens will avail if you neglect
God

trated by the Autoblography of Job Stuart

a

For suns will rise, and suns will set;
Aud loving hearts grow sore

share of its

two

branch of that sclf-control which our
headstrong nature requires; involving
caution in things lawful, and abstinence
from all unlawful and mischievous indulgence. The other use of the word refers

Facing their fearful doom!
And pity the watchers on the shore
‘Whose hopes must fade so soon!

enjoyment
‘of her hungry

has

bad company

God save you from the shame and sors
row of having drunken sons ‘and ‘dangh<
ters! God save your . children, from the
drunkards sin and doom? |
,

the means which

The Bayreath

ae at PES

This word

first, which is Seriptural,

God pity the sailors on the sea.

pours the fragrant tea,

in the

Froude;

~~

‘What cries of wild despair ring out
On the fierce winds sweeping by!

blessing at his board (for he

responsibility

matter of temperance.

To the great white throne on high,

table, the husband's

D.D.

Anthony

Performances ; The Reality of Duty, as illus

ae Tus

concerning your

Ah! who can te]l what prayers go up

picture.

wo omCRARiNG,

Parents! a word in your ears—may
another Voice speak it to your hearts!

TheTight of the day will dawn!

LOVING

J.

with the gallic acid in the other, the two

combined making a river of ink.
The Japanese make paper which they
put to many uses, Paper handkerchiefs,

to remove one of the most frequent and
vo

—

Italy 1h the Last Day# of the Roman Repubii,

by James

=

BY REV.

Far out in the deepening storm;
Too well they know that not for them

About Several Things.

attracted considerable at

Reports come of a river of ipk in al u re of all countries thut ave very much affliot- | Mf I; Ulster und its People, aud othervaluable
edby it. Following this translationis a pageria, - Two streams unite to form this per by Rev, H. M. King, of Boston,on “ Ed- resdlng, besides choice poetry and miscellany,
the opening chapters of MacDop.
river; one drains a region where there ucation ametig the Baptists of this Country [ igi
ald’ sto
itis an excellent, number with
is iron in the soil, and the other a great During the at One Hundred Years.” It pre ‘which to
a subscription to this standard
sents
4
good
many
striking
facts.
The
first
peat swamp. The iron in the one unites
weekly magazine. For fifty-two numbers, of

lose sight of the inclinations—we may
the necessities—of young people in
direction of society und amusement.
not fail to make home so attractive as
towayds

which has already

tention, It is a severe arraignment fof ultra
wountanism, declering it to be & great social
_| dunger, and consequently depressing the fut

an

That sends its cheerful, steady rays

FACTS.
BYE. A. 8.

drink; : 1 don't

and bad babits.

PARENTAL RESPORFIBILITY.

And watch the red thore-light

not
say
the
Do

fatal temptations

+044

That stand in the dreary night
And face the storm with valiant hearts,

drunkards’

A

; It is the dirge of the sailor lads

“It's

want it.” We might be reasonably sure
that such offers later in life would not
prove temptations,
whether . coming
throngh the vile traffic or no less dangerous hospitality.
Among parental precautions, you should

ets

What is this/ nameless agony
That, mingles with the strain
Of life, and joy, and freedom,
Its undertone of pain?

wine:

oo

life—the purest the sweetest, the most
noble consummation of the virtue which
falls from the garments of the Christ, and
does its priceless work on earth, and is
gathered again to himself, as the heavens
give dew to meadows, aud rejoice in its
beneficence,and take it again to its home.

st flecks of foam,
at whispers in their songs

*' Happy our children if, like--one little

gir], they couldsay to an offer ‘of sweet

{

BE

to her. ' What more thaw this'is Christlike

waves come leaping in

THE

life's

days she wilt do unto others the right and
thé true even assbe would bave it done

BY MATTIE L. ROBERTS,

Family

that checker

the best results io the bands of the young.

BE

sunshine and shadow

‘* Yes, father, I huve. ‘I have learned Me., who writes with becoming appreciation sdvanée sheets. td Opening chapters are fy)
never to put strong drink to my lips; for of a widely esteemed man. ‘Stephen H, Cur of interest, and give promise of » vemarkably
it has killed thousands of people yearly, penter, LL. D., of Wisconsin University, powerful story. The same number also oo
translates *“ the future of Catholle nations,” tains The Philosopher's Pendulum, & Tale fron,
and how do I know that it will not kill me?" which iy the title of a (ruct by M. de Laveleye,
Germany, by Rudolph Liudan; Soclety fy

with

en

a.

BY THE BEA.

South Gorham,

sleep-beneath his

care, the right to
love her love,
his glorious home her home, through the

placed

PS

EE

his hand, the peaceful

returned:
per on the late Rev. Dr. Hackett, of Roches
‘Have you learned anything, my boy?" ter, by Rev. Henry 8. Burrage, of Portland, tells Living Age’ ‘for Oct, 21%, printed from

ers;3. while elaboraté treatises and earnest
appeals, fom {he same and other fources,
may be readily obtained and

b
\

~~

What more than this is selfish life for anyone? And because of the breathin g of hig
spirit around her, the daily bread from

*

George MueDonald’s new isi "Phe Mar
quis of Lossle,” began In the umber of Lj.

pa

And scarlet dyed with weight of sin,
‘When cleansed by Jesus’ blood,
At once to light its beauties spring ;
A ransomed soul! So fair a thing
That all the choirs of angels sing
The glorious work of God.

** Help, Lord, orI perish!”

§

Le

PS ae he
PSAP

shadows,

or the yob gest read-

Bowen

al

And thus the heyrt, though seared within,

Till‘home red no light ean win;

a

‘through all the

’

ae ever.

owe

at

forever and everI” and

A little boy who attended a tem perance
meeting, was asked by his father when he This article Is followed by ‘a biographical pa-

The Nursery is. a

Jobu L. Shorey.

Ct

On some o’ershadowed dream.

exisy,”
but which ‘the author fears dees not.
He presents a somewhat broad view of the
subject, and on the whale a sensible one.

on p-

an’ Bliaff rupned. away. Helen's Babies.

Then she will cry in the sunshine, ** Father! Father! thanksgiving and praise

:

oo

Love that knows no weakpess,
but is om-

"| nipotent for all his dear ones.
As whed the powers of Eden break

y

pg

one the name and’ ‘abtribites of the One

Till plunged beneath the stream ;

into bequeen
down dead,
an’ sworded
all bluggy,

A

bim, an’ let ze slinggo bang
Bliaff’s eyes an’ knocked bim
an’ Dave took Bliaff"s sword
Bliaf’s bead off, ai" iiade it

sult
there bs now no lack ot 4nstu

he t

with an article
by Rev, Dr. J. A. Smith, of that of furs
Chicago, entitled “' ue
erary Element in and geverd!
“var
Theology,” ‘whose
fs' to ‘promote wholesome and entertaini h
ng books,
“that ‘reciprocal’ good “understanding ‘be.
—
tween literatare
and theblogy which oughtto

an’
I ain't
$2.00 a yéar. ‘Boston:D.
Fai
The Magazines, ¢&o.
This firm, in furn
fyaid of you.’ ae
i
Mttle|.
thie people with
| —t———
rr
magazineat iow Jtionire but ne
stones in a 8)ing afi* asked de Lord to help
The Baptist Quarterly for October begins class
menting
fo wuother direction,
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strong,

and

curriculum of studyas presented, we find
that the demands to be made upon the
poor girls who come under its authority

and rules ave more
and exacting than those of Harvard or Dartmouth,
A feeling of sadness is experienced ns we

look over this circular.

How many

ap-

eae
= a

pelites,
digestions, good lungs, firm
spinal
colamns, are to give way in the
scores of girls who are to be stretched
on the Procrustean bed of study in this
college ? How many broken-down moth-

We are almost willing
ought to be proBibited

of these

‘‘ bigher’

mathematics,

evils which exist

age..

in | times ‘séize ‘these’

Derroit [on Press.

animals.

When

‘the

KEEP YOUK OWN OOUNSEL,

seen, and hear all that is to be heard,

were obliterated.

The

one

surviver was

twenty vears ago. ' The struggle for life
and wealth has become so fierce and intense, asto have broken down many of

not be much longer delayed.

THE POOL OF SILOAM,

Charles Dudley Warner, in a recent ars
ticle in the Atlantic, says:

the scruples that once governed it.
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W. Lebanon,

pre

Mat-

ters spoken of in confidence, or words
dropped incautiously in chance conversa-
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6.
vemmber
. 29, 1877.
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and.

Chemistry.

1876 A

A. M.,

Principal.
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‘knows

that

re, Fad

female orgRiion
college discipline.

designed

the

college studies or

the
» bat I can not now think
of any
that I should not prefer as a residence to

Siloam.
The Pool of Siloam, magnified
fufant wind as

** Siloam’s

shady

in m

rill,”

| B. MESERVEY, Principal, with eight ase
sociates.
.
Six. regular courses for both sexes. Four terms
of ten weeks each.
:
ro
4
CALENDAR:
Fall term
Ins Aug. 21,1876.

with

such

persons,

and

T. Fiélds, of Boston. In return
the author has Sent a teapot of thé last
century, of antique and curious design,
bearing the following characteristic in-

In the Ogtober umber, the subject is a0 unattructive sink-hole of dirty water, indeed with all persons, is to keep your
surrounded by modern masonry. The val own counsel—couverse freely and gennap! TH i 8
ley here
very stony.
Just. below we ially on ordinary subjects, but’ on grave scription :—**
The brief artiole
Charles ' Reade
on “« Colleges
To came to isSolomon's
dedicates
Garden, an arid spot, personal matters caltivate a’ careful reti- to the ladies
Girls,” in the last ou # of the Roy
of
Boston and
presents to
with
patches
of
stone
walls,
straggling
to
|
cence.
If
you
have
Important
business
|yi'cioomed friend, Mrs, A. Fields. this
has created cons!
e comment,a proof be
}

4

ris.

Charles Reade has been presented with
the ladies’ Ceniennial brooch by Mrs.
h vegard for others, and the only safe James

rule jn dealing

in

the important matter of t
proper education of their
h
ters. We can not be
expected 10 respond
to all the Jet ters sent
10 us appioving or Ssappacviog of the
views presented, but-we are Jed
by them
15 discuss the subject of female educa-

tion.a

livle

Py

It ie easy we
of a few
correspende

of the. article

of Siloah by the

4

king's garden.”

RELIGIOUS NEWSPAPERS,
king their honestly-entertained sentiments in regard to investing money
in
railroad
bonds : and other securities,

Doublless in

‘many cases there has mot

been sufficient care in searching forall the
facts before giving an opinion. Bat of all
the investments we have ever heard of

during

the past ten

turned

years

none have

out so poorly as those made

in re-

ligious yowspapers, We think we. know

whereof we

affirm when we say that not a

single weekly journal of that ‘description

nvalid

A

ree-fourths

8 ago,
En

o

ashaving

as a isguest a
bis Ihe 8h

t
v4 we invited’ him
10 visit several schools or girls,
and
private, which are. wellknown
iin
SA-

chusetts.

‘The visis' were very Higreeable

t

the ical
d nt

ntleman,

the vivacity

and

wonder and

marked farther Me

cal

of the pupilso

eHe recharge

on,

and if Fs
d'tiod half us frou thin.pale
faces in any one of them, I should order

a discontinuance of the school; and institate investigationidnto
the causes of such

manifest decline in
physical health.”
1t is true, hsm
do not generally, under #n
dition of life, resem-

at, a ue 3

ble the eg
the

ho ful Englich girls

open’aie in

climate.is not ay

and riding eonEngland.”
“Bat

Eu le with caus-

ing this difference; school discipline and
school : ‘studies, early and late, among
children ¢ Hell a8
‘aidens, have very
much to do in producing this effeminacy
and these abnormal
18 Among

the
r, children are: Jrosied iiato. the
public schools, which Teryhate,
n
their doors to recéive them, if vers oh

der age.

The design ‘of the “mothers

“to get'them out of the’ way,”

is

and no

thought is given:
to the little girls. by the

They

are losing money every week, Were it not
that friends keep on advancing funds, the

would collapse
pendent knows
experience, for
nearly thirty
money every
has ind

your schoo

stantly. in

which has been started within: the
period
named can to-day show a surplus of a sine dollar. Indeed, nineout of ten have
sunk the entire amount invested, and in
several instances that we could name have
lost, beyond the hope of recovery, more

“than donble their original capital.

a worse experience, in

conse-

quence of the faorenses expenses

and far

greater competition. If corner-lots,brownstone fronts,’

gold

mines,

savings ' banks,

and. North Pacific

oil ‘wells,

patent washing-machines,

Railroad

bonds have

@eluded by the Democratic prétense

be

thal bard times exist here only, are cause
ed by Republican ‘government, and can
But
be removedby Démocratic vietory.
voters who .are able to read or w te know
bett!

r,

"
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~ They take up the last report of failires

by the mercantile agencies, and find that
greater in Canada

proportion

the

and

Cadada.

in |
failures
They see in the daily papers

accounts of ‘more

trons failures

numerous

disas-

io Eogland than in the

United States. Especially in the iron regions the failures there aye many, while
here the business begins to improve.

children must conformthe standard as
Well as those who are + togood™
and quick The official report of failures in England
10 learn. Here,In
this « jafint"eor

pri-

mary. department: of. our public; schools,
are the seeds of disdase early sown.
= For

also shows heavier losses there than

and'theitrinsactions

lished by The London

of the

here,

banks, pub.

Economist,

+hows

twelve or fifigen lng sears, ind ' fir Line a ddoline of 14 per cent, in ‘the! inland
o-each

months

year,

in our

cities,

are
the voutig' gird Thearcerated ih the public
who wonder

“fchooly, and
’

s

at

the

BE

Mrs. Meynell Ingram is the wealthiest
land-owner in England. Her land’ in«
come is $40,000 a year, : while that of La-

dy

Bardett-Coutts,

which

slow urgency of growing generations
turns into, the tread of au invading army

or the dire clash of civil war, and gray
fathers know nothing to seek for but the
corpses
of their blooming sons, and
girls]
forget all vanity to’ make lint and bandages which may setve for the shattered
limbs of their betrothed husbands. Then
it is as if the Invisible Power that has

trade, and 12.4 per cent in all trade, since
the 4st of May, and there the depression
while here it is decreasing,

29,1876.

April 6, 1577.

INSTITUTE,

ASBISTANTS.
Mrs. EMILY P. STOCKBRIDGE, Mrs. J. F. STEERE.
CALENDAR FOR 1876 AND 1877.
JA
20, 1876, Fall Term
ns. November
24, 18
Fall Term closes. December
5, 1876, Winter Term
ins.
March 2, 1877, Winter Term
closes. March 18, 1877, Spring Term begins. June
8, 1877, Spring Term closes.
0 farther particnlars address the Principal, at
For
North
Scituate,R. I,
uly 11,
tf

hotel at which
she was stopping.
He
answered, of course, but the mystery was

her

husband's

branch. 'Then
it is that ‘the submission
of the soul to the Highest is tested, and
even in the eyes of frivolity life: looks out
from the scene of human . struggle; with
(the awful face of duty, and a religion

shows itself which is something else than

a private consolatign,— George Eliot.

‘answer to the

opens March 28, 1877.
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“THE MOSQUE.

an

important.

insertions . Brevity
Not

more

-than.

is

can well be afforded to any
Verses are’ inadmissible,

;

ero is ju
way

‘tobe met with about it. It may be of

theols

which are very

square

school, affords many

presence was undeniable,und it seldom
the lot of any one to witness such

ly in size and Slaboralgncs, pore oF Jess

of detail aud costliness. : It is ery simsimple
on plan,—a simple ‘square oF putalltlin
or 400 feet square. , Most commonly,
tholgh not always, mosques of any size,

—tlft

larger ones especially, —consist of

J

1CoM;

like an angel of peace, remains,

FRANK BE, THURSTON

L. W, R.

died in Poland, Me.,

10, 1876, Aged 2 yen
aud 6 months.—
SARAH A, wife of Frank Thurston, died in Bid.

proper is built, consisting simply of a cov- deford, July 2651876, aged 80 years and 2 mas.
The subjects of this notice experienced religered-in building or *‘ portieoes.” supported fon
a number of years since, and becime memby columns; indeed nota little like an old- | bers of the F\ Bapist ‘church in Biddeford, sus.
fashioned ing-yard, the covered buildings, taining their membership until death, They
or porticoes;being open to the inner court- lived consistent Christian lives, and the ree
“yard, or central space, round which {hey membrance of their muny virtues will lve
long after the frail body has ¢rumbled to dust.
are built. One of ghese,—that in the di- Their
voices, though silent here, are even now
rection of Mecca, to which the worshipar chanting !‘ a nobler, sweeter song.”
While
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A Chicago. Bullington & Quincy R. R.
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ces bDCIATK Street, and at depots.
‘CHICAGO

TRAINS,

Mall and Express, «= « « =
teawa
or3 Bt ater Passenger, ~

Dubuque &Sioux Clty

Ardive,

Leave,

* 7.80 a. m. * 7.40 p.
* 7.30 a. mM, * 740 p.

* 9.30 8. m. » 3.40

Rast Line for Omaha, = *10.00a. m1, * 4.00
City. Leavenworth, At-

.

Sec’y. Board of Trustees.
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full

| Arrive.
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(or catalogue,
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For
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De breet. Ticket Omoe 130 Randolph St. near Clark,

Kansas
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$10°20p mi 35:40°a

ILLINOIS ‘CENTRAL ‘RAILROAD.

SPRING TERM begins Tuesday, March 8, 1876,
ga-Clergymen’s children: and students relyin
on their own exertions for an education, receiv
Roard from. $3.00 to $3.50 in tamilhes; in clubs
st the lower rates, and rooms furnished for selfs

a m
8: 40 p mf 1X:10
5:15

sevens

TERM begins Mldvaday, November30, Rookford,
Pacific
;

| Axrive.

Mail
[via main ine) ....eee. *40am| 6:00pm
a
Now York Express | *9:00 a m|*8:00 p m
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Sp——

ARD,

Supt, Deirojt
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& New Shue

LYNDON CENTER, VT.

Gen

Lake Shore and Mich, Southern R. R.
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|

8.00 *

and Sunday excepted

@G. T,&T, A, Chicago,

For further particulars address the Principal, of

Lys DON LITERARY INSTITUTION

680 +

10.90

HENRY C. WENTWORTH + ‘Hi. B.LEDY.

Iy7

.—NORTH-

‘Factllty
:
MRS SARAH'S. wifé oF Charles L. Walker
J. 8. BROWN, A. M,, eal.
}
» and only daughter of; Walter
GH. STOCKBRIDGE, A. M., Associate.
Pi Harmon, died
M188 LILLIAN 8.
ABBOTT, ‘Preceptress.
in. Harrison, Me., July 24, aged 20 years 11
Miss % Alaa PEN EXTER, Asociate,
:
| months.’ ‘Bister Walker gave her heat to the
188
LL
OM,
Teacher of Music.
A
.
| Savioue
in her youth. A dati
ME SANFORD A. 4080. Tuacher of Penmanship,
ed wife and mother, and a, faithful
Christian With & full complement of competent assistants,
hus left'a large iia of telatives, friends and Three complete courses of study =~Classidal,
acquaintances to mourn their irreparable ‘loss, Scientific, and Ladies’ course. School first lass
which is ber eternal’ gain; but her mtmory, im every particular. Library and Reading Room

an open court with a fountain in the cen- | Sept,

ter of'it; and rcund this court the mosqiie

iv!

SEMINARY

'E, Tasker, Secretary.
}
Northwood Ridge, N. H/, July 24, 1876

cult

resignation in the "hours of final’ departure,
She was baptized by
ve D. Edgerly, twd
years siuce, and remained a true light in the
oth?

advantages

F. L. EVANS, A, B., Principal.
Fall Term of ten weeks, commences Wednesdayy August 80,
Full board of teachers.
Expenses moderate.
Three courses of find.

sus

taining

JC00h Jo IVECEe:
1EXEY 0 VARS
LZOWUAD A, §.0idk
[AES £3
[. I. RANDEI?Y,

LOUIS FITZGERALD, Prssiz im.
HENRY A. HURLBUT, Vico-l sn

Mich

important to students during their

ORTHWOOD

falls to

HENRY A, EUS ZET.
JAMES M. PAIRTIC.
HENRY B. EVTLL
DANIEL DITC.
WILLIAM C, DATTERT,

JAMES M. HALSTED,
WILLIAM HENRY SMITH,
RICHARD IRWIN, JR.
ALANSCH. TRASK.
ELBERT B. MCNRCE.

Chicago, Ari 7:801

single obituary.

chuveh to'the Inst.“ Though dead, she speaks

pan being pretty much, the. same all the
Eastern world over, mosques, differing on-

1

J. A. HOWE, Sec.

preparatory cou
The special work of th
sohool is to prepare students for cellege, an
every effort is made to do this in as thorough a
manner as possible, Expenses are moderate,
Send for a catalogue,
/
Lewiston, Me,
A.M. JONES, Seo.

18'yéars dvd 10 months.’ "During the wasting

place it holds,in it, how little

Maine.

The location ‘of this school, near the college

specially

eheering,

DIRECTORS.
LOUIS FITZEERALD.
GECRGCE D. MORGAK.
WILLIAM SLOANE.
CZCREE HW, STUART, —
HENRY M. ALEXANDER.

* Sunday excepted, haturday

Iba F., only duughterqf the late Geo,
ied at Tower Qiiatiton: Oct. 9, aged

of; consumption, the Saviour;

MODE OF INVESTMENT FGR C Som

"TORS AND TRUSTEES

1876.

Fullonton, P.D., Lewiston,

woop, N. H,

Miss
Potter,

2 102)

ESTATE,
IT AEFORDS A SAFE AND TRUSTWS tgp
STi"

Tuesday,
Aust 22, Bor
irther ation
address the
President; 0. 8. Cheney, D. D., or Professor John

a line, to

a single

FIRST. MORTGAGE ON IMPROV:

hi

8

PARTICULAR NOTICE!
Persons wishing
obituaries published fo the Morning Star,
who do not patronfze it, must accompany
insure

Pa
wy
TTT

BY

Dida, rm TE AlbeeSto con

Nica
LATIN
SCHOOL.~FRITZ
¥. BALDWIN + A. M,, Principal, with
hree
Assis
s

cents

IT SECURES EVERY INV

opens August 29, 1876.

Winter Termopéns December 11, 1876.

hung

her of the unpleasant

with cash equal to ten

t dolugalb w'gebetodT

HITESTOWN
SEMINARY —CAL- ENDAR for the 37 Academical Year.

all Term

@bituaries,

them

Ti

2

not explained until’ yesterday. It seems
that while in the Centennial ‘grounds she
became, separated from her friends, and
finding that she could not discover. them

telegram relieved

|

WwW. 8. STOCKBRIDGE, A.M. Principal.
Mrs. RHODA A. ESTEN, Preceptress.

egram from his wife, who was at the Centennial, ask ng him for the name of the

officer until

THIS.COMPANY
PAYS SEVEN.PER CENT

This Institution furnishes College Preparatory,
English apd Scientific, and FEaaies’
Collegiate
course of study.
:

prop-

is one
of the largest and best
Yas about to inquire, her way to. the ho- ..in The‘the Institution
state,
rms moderate. Send for Cata
been the object. of lip-worship. and, lip- tel, but was much astonished fo find that | ogu 8211
,
ols
J. 8, GARDNER, Principal.
she could ot ‘recall the name of it, nor
resignation became visible, according
Whitestown,
Oneida
Co.,
N,
Y.
the imagery of the Hebrew
poet, making the ‘street ‘upon’ whith’ it ‘was located,
the flames his chariot and riding onthe 80: she placed hersélfin 'éharge of an BAZES COLLEGE THEOLOGICAL

wings
of the wind," till' the ‘motintains
smoke and the plains’ shudder under the

CAPITAL, $2,000,000.

NORTH SCITUATE, R. I. ~

is about $80,-

erty.

Term begins sect

APHAM

e Into theif ower lives When the was somewhat astonished to receive a tei-

Yes, the times are hard, and we want a
change. Voters whoean not vead may

Ereat object is to
urge them to the
Jessons, There is
of discipline- for:

At. &6hool, the

Sati

W

Thy,

by

Summer Term
ins
Monday, April 28, 1877.
Summer Term closés
Thursday, June 28, 1877.
For further particulars, a»
to the Principal,
E.C.L
8. See. Trustees,
New Hampton, N.H., July 26.1876.

when the citizens of

000, is chiefly derived from London

begs bet. 37, 1

Spring Term closes Priday,

George Thompson,of Newport, R. I.,
u colored man aud formerly a slave, has
There comes a terrible moment; to man Y {just returned
from the South with his
souls when the great movements of the
wife, whom he has found after a separaworld, the larger ‘destinies of mankind, tion
of fifty years.
which have lain aloof in newspapers and
A
few days ago a
gentleman in this city
other neglected reading,‘ enter Tike an

HARD TIMES,

Republican

““ keep them’ still” and
task’of ledrfing their
bul oné rule, one method
alk; the maturally doll

»
2

SUBMISSION.

proved a bad investment, religious ‘newsbpers have been far worse; for every
ollar put intothem in ten years has been
lost and sunk out of sight forever.—Inde-

than in: the, United States.
parents after they ave driven from their | Hale here does hot

homes in, the morniig..,

of the oS riod

bart

Spring

immediately.
The Inde- rolling, fiery visitation. Often the good predicament. into, which she bad fallen,—
;
something. about this by cause seems, to. lie prostrate vuder. the ndianapolis Journal.
during the first ten’ of its thander of unrelenting force; the martyrs
years” existence it lost live reviled, they die, and no angel js
seen holding
forth the crown and the palm

week.
Its prosperity since
other papers to start up, and

go through

sistance you may need.
There are few
successful business men who do not make
this an inflexible rule in their operations.
It saves them infinite trouble, and is one
of the secrets of their success.
dodo

Newspapers, bankers, and others have
been severely censured many times for

Ig

that
in every;

pot

3

Winter term begins Nov. 13, 1876.
Winter Term
Friday, Jan. 19, 1877.

green’ with lettuce and Jerusalem arti- at mosl, limit the knowledge of them to
their harbor intoa teapot
chokes. - I have no doubt it was quite an- the few trusty friends on whose discretion Boston turned
other thing when Solomon and some of you can rely, and whose advice and as- and tasted the sweets of liberty.”

his. wives used to walk here in the cool of
the day, and even when Shallum the son
ot Cal-hozeh set oe ‘“ the wall of the Pool
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or’s private affairs, will lock bis lips upon
it, and suffer no one else Lo obtain it from
i him. But all men do not possess this

{s

March

Exercises, y JJune 22, 1876.

instrnctio n,

ol oasintued lorary Socieien wih Tracie

+

0

(Summer Vacation of eight weeks.)
Fall Term begins August 22, 1876.
(Vacation of two weeks.)
Winter Term begins December: 1876.
This School was never in better
ndition for dithorough work in Aca
:
« No

CYRUS JORDAK. 4 M., Principal of Normal
artment.

and physical science probOn our way to the Pool of Siloam we tion, are not always accorded the privacy
lems? Oh, man's inhumanity to growing
village of Siloam, which is in- they are entitled to. They are too often
girls! Who can estimate
the calamities Juited
bited by about a thousand Moslems,— used without remorse, whenever they can
which one college for girls is capable of
bringing’
upon future
generations? Bit a nest of stone huts and caves clinging to be wsed to the advantage of one, or tn» the
this col fege was founded
by the most dis- the side~hill, and exactly the gray color of detriment of another; and inthis way a One man stood at work upon the shou)Sa
A
Libres . yo
otoogion)N ‘with
t oh of Hoo inhabit. man who has honest schemes of business ders of the other, and a sudden gust of plod
interested
benevolence, by a true and sin- its stones. ' The Secu
The location: ‘ieis) aex
in hand, on who may have the misfortune wind caused him {o spill some of the molt- buisdi
to’
ng, und huntin
cere desire to benefit, rather than to in- ants Spa
ev
for
jure the race. We unhesitatingly declare foro Shper coins, bo: yA other ploces to have unhappy secrets in his household, en lead he was using. It fell upon the
of Jewish
money.
These relics they or in ia petsinal circle, frequently finds hand and arm of the other, and he bad Fo the Ghrintian min Eh
. that the mind which planned
hohe
¢
1)
réssed upon us with the utmost urgency, the world cogaizantof them all without the nerve to stand still while the hot metjiter
tion and the
the generous heart w dich prompt.
WC Buti: Presi ent, or L. P.
t was easier to sat
the
ars’ than scarcely knowing howit obtained the in- al burned into the flesh. The slightest D.
ed the actare i
le even of thinking
Secretary
and
Treasurer,
Hillsd
:
.
ale,
1sdale.
HOLDS,
Mich,
of evil in this direction.
No, colleges the traders, who salfied out upon us like formation. . An upright, just, and honor - movement might have thrown the man
Hillsdale, Mich., August 7,1876.
able
person,
who
chances
‘hungry
to
come
wolves
into
from
their
caves.
on his shoulders to the ground. The
There
for girls spring from utterly mistaken noion of a knowledge of his neigh- aame of the courageons man is M. A,
places in
tions in pn
to female organizations is a Front choice of disagreeable
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but

they need not tell to others. all that they
may wish to hear. These are scheming
times. People are not what they were

in our sehool

slem have been often pointed out; few
aspink have been made, but reform can

te.

men, oxen, horses left; even their bodies

It is a most excellent rule in life, for consciousness was that she’ stood in safethose who would keep out of trouble, and ty upon a little hillock and the whirlwind
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too out of the reach of |had gone.-by.
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whole hand and wrist in the swelling.

handful each of tanzy,
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| ‘catnip,

Markets.
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BUTTER,

and

EE

wormwood was thrown iuto an old basin,

and cement, and fed from the rainfall upon

the’ roofs’ of ‘buildings,
is the' ustal meth- a small quantity of tobacco and half a tea-

Lest

dul 5 mths; Mh

giish arm

and ‘wounding

of

‘Wednesday, and a receiver was appointed.
It is thought that the Lav holders will
suffer wi AT ExThomas Nes

closing of the Big Horn: and Yellowstone

nt of the¢ Citizens’

4

rote

population 407,661,—probably an underestimate.——Brigham Young was brought
into court on the 25th, by order of Judge
Shaeffer in the alimony case of Ann Eliza,
his nineteenth wife, and a special commissioner appointed with orders to seize
property and sell sufficient to pay the
$4,000 awarded, and which the prophet

tons
found no ‘months, It is claimed that 1,500,000
‘ofanthracite
ave. mow stored at the seanow

board depots, ' which'will

the

supply all demands

The Northern

cancelled
the

area of fertile soil was found to exist in
this region, all of which is open to immediate cultivation. -

hving desired

leader of

to

Turkey.
At a private meeting. of Liberals, he advocated an immediate ‘convoca-

Deligrad.
South America.

The rebellion continues in. the United
States of Columbia.
The ‘government “in- |
tends,
it is reported,to raise an army of
30,000 men to suppress it.
Fighting has
been progressing in Tolima, where General Delgado defeated the rebels under Casabianca.
The rebel forces number 9000
men.
An important fight is expected very
soon.
The Prussian Elections.

The elections
for the Prussian ‘Chamber
of Deputies were held on Friday.

The na-

tional liberals
haye béen successfulin 196
ultramontanes in 70, the proin 56, the Poles in 15. the partic5, various sections of the conin 62 and neutrals in 80,
The

government lien Dr
to divide

the Bora

In many

was accompanied
ning.

thunder

by

Latest

places it

£

y

The four minutes past nine train

litical situation, are fully accordant with
the Emperor’s pacific pol
His constant
‘endedvors fire, to preserve friendly relations with all the powers, “especially those

hormoi rman
I

y

tory, and

ties of neigh-

so

may bé &
red am § Sich nam
preserve it by friendly mediation. Wha

ever the fature may have in store, Germany may rest assured
that the blobd of her

|

houses

to

prevent

being

washed

.fall-

three hundred houses blown

down.

The

governorof. Greytown visited the spot subsequently, carrying provisions for the redef of the sufferers, The same storm

passed over the Lake of Nicaragua, “caus.
in an imfiense amount of damage. * The
Commodore

destroyed.

estimated

Adams, a. lake

steamer,

was

The loss on the coffee ‘crop is

at $3,000,000...

About

twenty

"lives were lost, the whole

district

around

being .oom pletely flooded.
{1}

.

so Blopy up a Train,

A pF, sald fo have been

loaded

with

dynamite exploded one baggage-car of the
Philadelphia train Sunday afternoon, coms
pletely destroying the trunk, setting fire to

others and destroying $500 worth of baggage. The remains of an intricate clocklike machine were found in the ruins. The

train was stopped to prevent

she possible

destruction of other cars, which were filled

with Centénnial passengers.
~

Awxectic Exploration,

The British Arctic expedition which left
England some over ‘a year ‘ago,

EDUCATIONAL.

Toners

83

west

3,

re

was

The expedition ex-

the
weather ever regis59. degrees
tered, the temperature be
falling once
" helow zero for a fortnight,

to 104 degrees below froczing point.

| Fires
of the Week.
An incendiary fire at Gilroy, Cal, on
Monday night week, destoyed the consol-
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of the water cistern’ shouldbe carefully

is apt to absorb from the air any: foul vapors it may contsin, and thus become

impure.
Wells must be placed

away

ings, so that no possible
from waste, drainage,

sible. , This
most

or sewerage

is pos-

is of the first importance, if

heads of families

the

from dwell-

contamination

desire

dangerous

exemption

forms

from

of disease.

Look to your wells and cisterns. often, and
be constantly certain that your water sup-

ply is not

defective

and

eat less grain, require less expensive harness, can be geared in half the time, and
can be managed more safely by boys.

‘The receipts for the week have been 4,583 boxes,
The market has been rather quiet, with a weaker

A RuMARKaBLE FigLD oF WHEAT, Anson
Wetheral of Franklin, Mich., raised from
three acres of land 171 bushels of Tread-

tory have been 12 and 13c, We retain 133¢, as an
extreme quotation, but it is obtained for small lots

well wheat, broadcast sowing.

unsafe.— Boston

Common

to fair grades

raised about as easy as a crop
of corn, and
there is no reason why every farmer should
not have an abundance wherever dent corn

will certainly ripen: The following extracts from Dr. Hartsen, in Céntralblait-

Wissenschaften,

will

show

his idea in relation to this fruit as an
article: of diet and its use in fevers, He
recommends grapes ds a valuable diet
in fevers. The grape contains a considerable amount of hydro-carbondceous matter,
does

not

’

ers.

A

‘great

deal

irritate,

of care i8 necessary|

with these manures.

Many failures restlt

from misapplication. One ‘cardinal point
to be observed is the necessity of having
the potash evenly and deeply distributed
through the soil. . To this. end the potash

fertilizers should be applied as. lougas
possible before the 'seéd is’ put im, either
in very

early spring,

or,

ment, that gives her the most prominent

posi.

still better, in

the previous sutumn, for a spring or sum-

Adrian

pro

Press.

Many of our best
practice of drilla common grain
is strongly in its
not only increasit saves labor in

6) which any of the class have achieved.
tis
posed to have a Medical
for "he as; ie schools of Boston
Arthur W.

Tyler,

an

Thor

Inspector

add to the labor of tilling. They do not
use the hoe, but if the drills are straight,
they are so much narrower than rows in
hills that the cultivator can nearly ¢ut up

all

the weeds;

and the

horse-hoe

and root

obacas,

flax,

grain

HU niversity.

It costs nearlyt ree millions 8 year to
the salaries of teachers milion
oth er NE re of
the public schools of N, Y. city,
The Sunday norning. shapel and the SunSay shervovh lecture have
abolished at
. H.F. Furber, of New York, has Hiven
towards establishing a scholarshi
in College, in memory of Prof. William
Smythe.
ihe amount of school [nopey allowed to

pils in ientocky Ins $1.90 per

annually, and so colored

pupile 55 FA

is 25 cents more than last year.
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We are glad to see that
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Many now dragging along from year to
year, dependent upon ‘the' caprice of employers, shut up in poorly built and unhealthy tenement ' houses,
deprived of
many of the comforts of life, might, if they

WEEDS. .I baye often noticed in what
haste certain weeds are at timesto pro.
duce their seeds.’ Red-root will
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before
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late start, let it come up in August, and
it scarcely gets above the ground before
it heads
out and apparently goes to work
with all its might and main to mature its
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GRAIN OX, Sart MagsH.
Since the grain
on the reclaimed salt marsh at Marshfield,

Mass.,

was

harvested,

we
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beén in-

formed by Mr. Williams that the yield of
Winter ‘rye
oh the ‘best acre was 33 bush-

els ‘Of clean, handsome grain.
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A Fisu BONE IN “Thi Turoar.

If you

get a fish bone in your throat, afd it continues to stick there, swallow an egg raw,

It will be almost certain to carry
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Salt Hay. :..1500 @1600
Straw, 100 bbs 75, @ 1,00

Government for fastening stamps is com.
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hol, pne ounce.
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pared as follows will cure the worst case

of toothache ever known:
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four hours after mixing.
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among people in this locality when stung
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by a bee, to extract the sting at once and
immediately after this is. done cover the
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home, enjoy a good degree of independ. and when removed a little honey is rubbed
ence, and make for themselves and their” over the wound.-London Gardener's Chronfamilies a very comfortable living. The tele.
rush to the cities has been checkedby the
THE CrackiNG oF Grue.
The cracking
hard times, and the stream has begun to of glue, which frequently occurs when
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would, go into the country and secure a key, pressing it firmly
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cover the remainder.— Rural Home.
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necessity (be neglected.

Yale Ooliess Navy is $1,600 in debt we hope that where there is one now there
have
negotiate u loan, About ‘will ‘be
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It is now a good time to i
farms ;
rather than to leave the matter until
spring, when all is hurry and bustle, and
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prairie the first time plowing, and, thus
far, with promising results, less team
being required
and less labor being expend.
ed in the subsequent pulverizationof the
turf. The principal owners of thesé¢ lands
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in keeping the drills straight, it does not

They should be either plowed or harrowed in. Potash salts are generally most
useful when applied with phosphates and
nitrogenous manures.
In Germany, where
the potash salts liave come into general

and

aa

BR
Java, ¥ Bh.
The receipts have been light and prices well
maintained, with sales of Northern and Eastern
at 24 and 2c per dozén, Western come. along
very slowly, and prices are os
homixal, We

ments

for beans
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a
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mer crop. It is ‘an excellent pldnto compost or mix them with earth before using.

clover, .and other fodder-crops,

range

$408 11, with verye few sales under 10c.

The Concord is planting, and If care enough is exercised

symptoms were shown.

—a combination which

of fancy brands.
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the rate of fifty-seven bushels per acre,

DriLLIXG IN CorN.
Journal of Chemistry.
farmers
have adopted the
SD.
ingin their corn with
GRAPES AS A BANITARY REMEDY. drill, and their testimony
We have often borne
ony to the
favor.
They say that it
valug-ef grapes as.an
of food, and
es the yield, but that
also ‘as a valuable agent where
febrile

Juraie Med.

tone, and most of the sales of good to choice

and it is said to be the largest yield per
acre: ever raised in Lenawee County.—

Miss Maria Mitchell, of ‘the class of ’69 at
Bates College,
has been elected professor of
languages in Vassar College. She was the only
from 200 to
lady fn the class, and her classmates repeated- use, quantities-corresponding
ly declared that they would not go on to the 500 pounds of the higher.grades, and from
to 600° pounds of the lower grades to
stage at graduation if MissMitchell .did.:
Phe 800
chagrin with which: they’did, however, mdy be the acre are recommended.
They have
somewhat palliated in the light of this appoint- been found particularly good for grass,

the North Pole was found to be rate
cable.
north ernmost . point reached | been
College,
was in latitude 83 degrees ne ed Jiu.
farthest

only for

the protection of her own honor and. territory.——The final struggle for the possession of Djunis occured on Sunday, resulting in the defeat of the Servians.

away.

ing. The total damage is estimated at |
$2,000,000. The town of Blansflelds, on
the Mosquito coast, Nicaragua, had over

Hou

standing the difficulties of the present po-

inhabitants
had to “climb

Many ‘were drowned by their houses

+2 vo ois

will command 23 and 28¢, but Western store
No anodyne
was used to procure sleep,as ply,
paket
A SAS
Shipply mind alone usted at

together with a quantityof potassium salts whole

dons willbe sacrificed or risked

‘tops of

light-

News,

tral American States the first of last month. |
The town of Managua, in Nicaragua, was
inundated on the 4th. . About 400 houses
were blown down: by the hurricane.
The

the

in house.buildingor purchasing, the

BBO

any reasonable bid in order to move stock. Choice
‘Western dairy of which their is a very small sup-

took its final leave,

Scranton, consisting of 17 cars, was run but, on the contrary, soothes the stomach,
¥
into bythe Summit coal train one mile and, consequently, is used with advantage
and a half north of Goldsboro, on the Del- even in dyspepsia. While considering the
aware, Lackawana & Western R. R., Moncarbo-bydrates contained in the grape, seed. In the growth of most plants or
day evening.
Ome car was burned and
we must not neglect the organic acids, ‘weeds, April and May represent the root,
two were telescoped. Five persons were
particularly tartaric acid. He thinks the June and July the stalk, and August and | 6d:
killed and about thirteen wounded.——
Stein Brothers’ jewelry store on Nassau nourishing influences of ‘these ‘acids are September thé flower and seed. Hence,
St., N. Y., was robbed of $20,000 worth of too much neglected.
It is, indeed, known when the stalk months are stricken out as
jewelry Snnday night.—~——A Monday's disthat
they
are
changed
to. carbonic acid in in the present case, there is only time for
patch from London brings news from Conhead. |
“stantinople to the effect that the Porte has | | the blood and are excreted as. carbonates & shallow root and a foreshortened
accepted the proposal for a two] months’ in the urine.
Possibly careful
research I think that most weeds that get a late
armistice with the proviso that if" peace is might show that under some circumstanc- start show this curtailment of stalk and
not concluded within that time the armistice may be susceptible to ‘two’ dadcessive es the organic acids are changed to fat. this solicitude to reproduce themselves.
prolongationsof six weeks each.
It'is Dr. Hartsen also believes that the organic But I have not observed that anyof the
further provided that hostilities shall cease acids should be ranked with carbonates cereals are so worldly wise. They have
Servia, Montenegro, Bosnia as food.— Western Farm Journal.
not had to think and shift for themselves
and
pvinia, and foreign military atas weeds have. ‘ It* does indeed look like
———
taches
pro ceed to the seat of war to
a kind of forethought in the red-root. It
settle” the
line
of’ demarcation. —
POTASH SALTS.
The
German . Reichstag,
the Imperial
is killed by the first frost, and hence knows
Whether a given soil is deficientin potParliament of the whole "empire, opened
the danger of zdelay. —Burrongha in SoribMonday.
The Emperor, in his speech, ash or not, is a matter that can best be ner's.
says Germany's foreign relations, notwith- learned by actual trial of’ potassic fertiliz-
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nicated. All the successful candidates to
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ernment and support modified autonomy
in the Christian provinces of Turkey.
He
reported 11,000 houseless refugees dying
of starvation
in the mountains around
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tian of parliament. He indicated his intention to oppose the policy of thé Gov-

cases, the
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ularists in
servatives

Railway of Canada

has issueda deeree forbidding such a division.——Snow fell in western and northwestern Ontario on Friday nightto a

A Thursday’s dispatch from London says
the Liberals, has returned from London

to

From

of Lyons into two dioceses without the assent of the French governmerit, the latter

Marquis of Hartington Returns.

.

sufficient

immense | ‘ment of £100,000 Prey

that the Marquisof Hartington;

necessary. A
using for a day, the
hand was submitted to a physician, who
thought it shouldbe lanced or ne relief
would be found in less than a week, but

ahd

An

be

for that time.

£5,000 to 30,000 ‘ colliers ‘are’ ‘thrown out
of employment by the suspension.

northern passage and' the valley
of the
Tenesei river, by which river communieation is obtained across Siberia and nearly

to ,the fromtier of China,
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tern should hold ten.
no moderate-sized

He is the tenth of the gang convicted.—

_ nent mineralogist and explorer, : who sailed from Sweden, last August, has succeedhad refused to pay.—The coal mining
ed in. demonstrating the correctness of his SompuRiLa of Pennsylvania have concluded
theory-in-regard to-an open . way -te-the| to suspend operations for at least three

to

soon as the steam

no more than two or, three thousand gallons. For a family of this size the water cls-

The cost of constructionis
but little more than for a smaller one, and

for school purposes makes out the present

stating that Prof. Nordenskiali, the emi-

considers

be obvi-

water, stored in a good ‘cistern,
will seldom

mann homeopathic hospital, on Fourth
Avenue, New York, was laid on Wednesday.——The annual report. of the commis
sioner of pensions shows that the total
number of pensioners on the roll,June 30,
was 234,821, or, 2,684 less than the year
previous.——A recent census of Chicago

The Swedish Commissioner *at Philadelphia received a dispatch on Wednesday,

and
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sation for capturing
Mills and the other: considered. A cisternis better placed in
OxkN. A Pennsylvania farmer makes
Barre bank burglars,—$350 for fifty days" a yard in the open air than in a cellar. In
‘a strong case in favor of oxen. He claims
services and the balance for. money
paid
out.——The
corner stone of the
ne- the cellar, if not closed tightly, the . water that they will
do as much: work as horses,

to prevail at the agenties.

obstacles,

trouble

ewark, N. J., issaid to be a defaulter to
thes smount of §12,00054-0n
iro
ks
day, Jack Doiishue, a Molly Maguire,

The" Vermont House of Representatives,
Wednesday, passed a bill to pay John Bailey, Jr., of Newbury, $1923.95 as compen-

Crook in person.
Spotted Tail was formally installed Chief of the Sioux nation
by virtue of authority of the President,
and was as such accepted by all the In.
dians at that agency.
The capture made
by General Merritt consisted: of 500: Jndians, 700 ponies and a large: number ‘of
arms, the latter ty be disposed of at auction on the 2d of
Nyvember at Fort Laramie.
The moral
t of this decisive
policy is wholesome) and ‘peace promises

quite opem'from Europe

this

sentenced to ‘be hanged ' at Pottsville, Pa. or never fail.

companies of cavalry.
All are fresh
troops, and will be commanded | by Gen.

He reports having

Now,

i

John Moore, Jan. 16, 1809.

campaign, which will be succeeded by the
Powder river expedition, consisting . of
fifteen ‘eoripanies of infantry and eleven

Arctic sea.
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in this soft soap, thickened with slippery elm
The Continental Insurance Company of
flour, was applied, but I think it was unclimate,
to
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a
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suspended
operations
on
New York

the Same
so as to

show the green light ‘‘ all right.”
The Indians.
The arrival of Gen. Merritt's command
at Red
: Cloud, 'Tuesday,’' signalizéd; the
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Jie Peninsular war a
runba, also at the burial

eighteen
others, all because some wretch | pat
bad misplaced the switch, at
time turning the switch-board

when

week last year, and 14,848 packages in 1874. The

ly dry summer a great many families have til the pain was entirely removed, which
been short of water; and immense incon- was In forty-eight hours, The relief from
venience has been experienced im conse- the paroxysms of pain is almost magical as
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is often defective. . During this exceeding:
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died at Eastport onthe 20th ult, 1 ged). 88

Teoelpts for (he week have been 12,486
against 14,979 packages for the corres

small blanket was thrown over the basin
to retain the steam which was applied un-

device, bat’ owing to want of experience
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for aflixing labels to bottles.

Itsis hard te believe
that any human pe
ing can purposely misplace a ‘switch od a + Dr. W. P. Johnson, a well known phy- od’ of ‘Securing Soft ‘water in the better cupful of soft soap added, and sufficient
_ out of water to cover. When boiling hot, the
on,D. C., died on' Tues- class of hotises in ¢ity and coun
rallrodd whe it must be self-evident that siclan of W
85. ——Mrs. H. 3 Byron, wifeof reach of aquedncts.. This is a yery good hand was placed over the steam, and a
more or less lives will be lost'by it." A
elkknows framatie, writer,
Wilke
Je at
passenger train on the
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of water supply are sought for.

| The ordinary cistern, constructed of bricks

Obituary.

Glue thus

to glass metals, etc., and can be: employed

-
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‘A Railroad Accident.

of the
Satur-

by

Liliana,
with Dig herbs.

-

Kansas, in which were the ; offices
Kansas Pacific R. R., were burned

:

or sub-

ride of calcium to the ghae, which prevents
its drying so completely as to become

Pafuful, and of a Jivid purple color. Being
aqueducts donot reach, and other in the palmof the hand, it inyolyed the

towns,
sources

dry

may be prevented by the addition of chlo-

y OURE TOR FELONS.
We hiave hind g ‘case of felon ‘in our famBrin
lately, Fag treated It successfully

very

rt rk kt

usually found, which afford a copious flow
ot lake or river water which Is pure for
domestic uses. Some sections of cities and

A rew
$500 is offered,——The
Mersey Lead ' Crushing
© $184,872.37, with interest, being the differ-| ‘Co. , were urged on Monday. TL.oss,$100,300 hands are out of emplayence between thE par valué of the bonds of 000. Over
the city and the priceat which they were ment.——The Palace Hotel at Topeka,
actually sold’ ‘by him.

water to every dwelling can hardly
he overestimated. In large cities ‘aqueducts are

objects become
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A Heavy Suit,

A suit has been begun in’ behalf of ‘the
city of Brooklyn, N.Y., against’ Evan M.
Johnson, controller of the. city between
Jan. 1, 1869 and Jan. 1, 1872, ‘te ‘recover

rib
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